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Editorial

Over the past two decades, litigations as well as violence
against the health care workers has followed an exponentially
incremental trend around the globe.1 Although doctor and
also other medical staff is often considered as “angel” who
belongs to a noble profession but still violence against them
throughout the world is a matter of concern.2 This violence
against them can be physical like assault but mostly in the
psychological form like verbal threat, harassment, bullying,
litigation etc.3 The current situation of Pakistan is not much
different from the rest of the world.4

The history of medical litigation dates back to very ancient
times but in modern civilized society in 1765, Sir William
Blackstone published “Commentaries on the Laws of
England” which described cases of  “Mala Praxis,” that is
neglect or unskillful management of a physician or surgeon.5

In United States of America, first recorded medical
malpractice lawsuit took place in 1794 where a patient died
of a surgical complication.5 During the 19th century, number
of litigations against medical malpractice started increasing
as it was an attractive area for aggressive lawyers. Majority
of the lawsuits were against error of treatment related to
amputation, dislocations and fractures. During the 20th

century, majority of the lawsuits were related with “error
of commission” that is when a physician had done something
wrong. As a result of this physicians started doing “defensive
medicine” i.e. to be sure about diagnosis and treatment,
doing extra laboratory tests and radiological investigations
and doing less intervention. This led to a new era of lawsuits
against “error of omission” that is when a physician had
failed to do something right.
In Pakistan, violence against healthcare worker has increased
tremendously during recent past in both public sector as
well as private sector hospitals.6,7 In public sector hospitals
main cause for violence is because of inadequate facilities
like lack of drugs, long waiting time for surgeries, lack of
cleanliness and shortage of medical staff and doctors etc.
Because healthcare workers are in forefront, patients and
their attendants think that they are responsible for all these
deficiencies. In fact, all of these deficiencies are of

administrative nature and healthcare workers are helpless
to solve these problems. In private hospitals main cause for
violence is financial and monetary aspect of treatment and
they want to get discounts or even total deduction of whole
billing amount. When a patient is brought in private hospital
in critical condition, attendants say, do whatever is required
without considering its cost and at the end if the patient dies,
they start violence just to get benefit in billing amount.
Overload and lack of time is another important factors in
public as well as in private sector hospital due to which
proper counselling of the patients and their attendants is not
done properly. Patients and their attendants are often
unacquainted with the disease and its consequences which
finally ended in violence, if the results are not according to
their desire. According to one study conducted at 4 major
public sector hospitals of Karachi, 74.9% of the doctors
have encountered workplace violence.8 Another study
conducted at a public sector hospital in Lahore showed
73.8% of doctors and nurses were victims of violence in the
preceding 12 months of the study.9 To reduce violence,
Government of Pakistan in 2019 has amended the laws
related with any sort of violence against healthcare worker
or hospital property in public or private sector hospital.
Now, it is a non-bail able offense with punishment of 6
months to 10 years. Many of the healthcare workers and
hospital staff are still unaware of these laws, so this
information should be disseminated appropriately. Secondly
law enforcement agencies should implement these laws
strictly and take appropriate action against those who are
involved in such acts.
Complication during or after surgery may occur and it is
not always because of the surgeon’s negligence. Many factors
are involved in it like environmental, patient’s general
condition, advance condition of the disease and even patient’s
own carelessness in not following doctor’s advice. Whenever
a surgical complication occurs, most of the patients and their
attendants think it is only because of surgeon’s negligence
and they start violence and even go to court of law for
litigation. Such violence and litigations can be prevented or
reduced by taking proper “Informed consent” which should
contain proper information about the disease, its treatment
options and its consequences. Obtaining informed consent
is very critical and necessary in medical practice and should
contain all three domains; information, comprehension and
voluntariness. Majority of the hospitals in Pakistan have a
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general “consent form” for surgical procedure that is used
in all types of surgeries. Separate consent form for each
surgery should be designed mentioning all details related
with the disease process, its treatment options, consequences
and complications of the surgery and it’s use will reduce
litigation cases and of course violence as well.
Use of electronic media for storing health records and its
sharing with other colleagues has brought convenience in
our life at one end but on the other end has posed serious
privacy threats.10 The security of the medical data is facing
growing challenges due to fast upsurge of data volume and
development of storage cloud platforms. The revelation of
patient’s private information on electronic media has also
posed serious consequence leading to increase in litigation
cases against healthcare workers. Therefore protection of
the patient’s private information is very important
consideration in the field of medical data sharing and
distribution.
The cost involved in litigation cases in lawsuits effects not
only individual professional but also on overall healthcare
facilities budget.11 Due to defensive medicine and use of
extra tests as a result of medico-legal cases, overall healthcare
cost has been increased much. But still defensive medicine
is the only way to avoid malpractice lawsuit. Defensive
medicine is similar to “defensive driving,” when a driver
expects likely dangers then he automatically takes appropriate
action to reduce the risk of an unfortunate accident. Defensive
medicine is defined as actions that healthcare providers take
in order to protect themselves from malpractice lawsuits
rather than actions benefitting the patient.12 It has been
observed in healthcare system around the globe and found
to have increased during the last two decades.
Following are the suggestions to reduce violence and
litigations against health care workers in Pakistan:
- Strict compliance of laws against those responsible and

involved in violence of any sort in hospitals and clinics.
- Lawsuits against healthcare workers should not be

prosecuted in normal courts rather separate courts should
be established for this purpose with judges having
special experience for such medical cases.

- Government controlling authorities for healthcare like
Pakistan Medical Commission (PMC), or Health
Department should come forward and take responsibility
to deal with cases of medical malpractice on their own
rather to go in court of law.

- Security guards in public sector hospitals and clinics
should be adequate to deal with people involved in
violence on the spot.

- All healthcare worker including doctors, nurses and
paramedical staff should have an insurance to bear cost
of court proceedings and penalty charges imposed on
them and must be provided by the employers.

- Communication skill workshops should be repeated
regularly to train healthcare worker regarding
counselling, breaking bad news, taking informed consent
and dealing with aggressive crowd
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Muhammad Salman Maqbool, Shumaila Ashfaq

ABSTRACT:
Objective: To determine efficacy of prophylactic atropine to blunt un-opposed vagal activity in prevention of hypotension
associated with caesarean spinal block in first 15 minutes.
Study Design & Setting: Randomized controlled interventional study (purposive sampling method) done at Islam Teaching
Hospital, Sialkot from 03-3-2021 to 11-8-2021
Methodology: Chairman Ethics Review Board, Islam Medical College, Sialkot vide letter No.2021-04/A, dated 03-3-2021,
consented for study. G-power statistics v3.1.9.2, employing chi-square goodness of fit test value of 11.07, total sample was
144 bunched into two prophylactic treatment groups by using computer generated numbers (group-A, Inj. atropine 0.5mg
and group-B, Inj. Placebo (control) planned for elective caesarean spinal delivery. Primary study variable being hemodynamic
stability (pulse, blood pressure) in first 15 minutes after placing block. Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis Test used to
compare systolic blood pressures between groups for association. Chi- square hypothesis test, was done with P-value <0.05
considered as statistically significant. SPSS analysis was done with v.21
Results: In Atropine group-A, there was rather a 11% increase in mean heart rate at 15 minutes mark (statistically significant)
than the mean baseline value while in group-B (placebo)similar values parameter showed a 4.7% decline in mean heart
rate value. In group-A, mean systolic blood pressure value declined only by 12.2% at 15 minutes mark from baseline value
whereas in group-B, a decline of 13.2% was noted.
Conclusion: Prophylactic bolus of atropine against un-opposed vagal activity provided stable hemodynamic values in
cesarean spinal delivery.
Key words: Atropine, Co-load, hypotension, Obstetric anaesthesia, Subarachnoid Anaesthesia.

decreased blood loss, and excellent postoperative pain control
compared to general anesthesia etc.2,3 It is an invasive
procedure that could be associated with hypotension (33%)
and bradycardia (33%) with an incidence of up to 75% of
spinal hypotension in parturient who receive spinal
anesthesia.4,5 The cardio-vascular physiological response
following spinal anesthesia  results either from extent of
sympathectomy or un-opposed parasympathetic tone. The
systemic vasodilation induced by sympathetic blockade after
sub-arachnoid block, results in venous pooling of blood and
reduction in the systemic vascular resistance, has been
regarded as the predominant mechanism for hypotension.
The sympathetic block extent is related to the cranial spread
of the local anesthetic within the subarachnoid space,
narrowing of the sub-arachnoid spaces due to compression
effect of uterus along with the aorto-caval compression and
due to higher sensitivity to local anesthetics are main reasons
for higher incidence of hypotension in parturient, in
comparison to non-obstetric patients. In different studies,
it was postulated that in the setting of spinal anesthesia,
reduced venous return along-with unopposed vagal tone
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INTRODUCTION
The spinal block is the widely practiced anaesthesia technique
due to its wide safety margin.1 It is also currently the method
of choice for elective caesarean section, because it avoids
risks linked with general anesthesia, such as full stomach
(risk of acid aspiration syndrome), mask ventilation /
intubation difficulties and general anesthesia drugs causing
fetal depression, secondly it has the advantages of reducing
maternal mortality, low dose of local anesthetic agent,
maternal-fetal bonding, complete dense block, including
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results in variable degree of hypotension and bradycardia,6

with blockade of cardioaccelerator fibers (sympathetic nerve
fibers from T1 to T4,), and possibly due to reversal of the
Bainbridge reflex (may result in cardiac arrest).7

Currently various techniques have been adopted to overcome
the degree of hypotension and bradycardia administration
of vasoactive medication, pre or co-loading of intravenous
fluids, other methods such as right pelvic wedge placement,
and calf compression devices.7,8

Anticholinergic (atropine) is an ester of aromatic acid in
combination with organic base. The ester linkage is essential
for effective binding of the anticholinergics to the
acetylcholine receptors. This competitively blocks binding
by acetylcholine and thus prevents receptor activation.
Atropine being a tertiary amine, the naturally occurring
(laevorotatory form) is active, but the commercial mixture
is racemic. Its intravenous administration, demonstrates a
pattern of increase in heart rate and systolic blood pressure
and lower diastolic pressure resulting in slightly increase
cardiac output and decrease central venous pressure.9 The
prophylactic atropine averts blunted Bain-bridge reflex
effect, the net effect being increased heart rate and improved
cardiac output after sympathetic spinal block.7 In another
study employing parturient positioning with table tilt (along
with wedge under right hip) to prevent the effect of aorto-
caval compression, atropine was given prophylactic atropine
in caesarean section as a combination technique to prevent
sympathetic block hypotension.8

The efficiency of prophylactic atropine in the elderly
population has been researched, but inadequate information
is there regarding its use in parturients planned for caesarean
section under intra-thecal block.10 Therefore a study was
designed to evaluate the efficacy of atropine in prevention
of hypotension in parturient undergoing spinal caesarean
section in first 15 minutes after spinal injection.
METHODOLOGY:
This randomized controlled interventional study (purposive
sampling method) was conducted whereby, term parturient
due for elective caesarean spinal delivery were enrolled at
Department of Anaesthesia & Intensive Care, Islam Medical
& Dental College, Islam Teaching Hospital, Pasroor Road,
Sialkot from 03-3-2021 to 11-8-2021. The Chairman Ethics
Review Board, Islam Medical & Dental College, Sialkot
vide letter No.2021-04/A, dated 03-3-2021, consented for
this study. Sample size was considered by G-power statistics
v3.1.9.2, taking effective size w-value of 0.3, á-error of 0.05
and 80% power to detect a true effect with Df value 5 and
employing chi-square goodness of fit test value of 11.07,
the total sample came out to be 144 cases.  Pre-anesthesia
evaluation and informed written consent was taken in all
cases. Using the sequence of elective surgery schedules
subjects were randomly bunched into two prophylactic
treatment groups by using computer generated numbers into

(group-A, Inj. atropine 0.5mg and group-B, Inj. Placebo
(control) both constituted to make a 3ml solution, with 72
cases (computer generated) for this randomized controlled
interventional study. Parturient were not aware to which
group they were allocated. Inclusion criteria was ASA I or
II, term parturient age between 18-40-year for elective
Pfannenstiel incision surgery under sub-arachnoid block,
baseline heart rate between 80-90/minute. Exclusion criteria
was coagulation disorder, preeclampsia, arrhythmias such
as atrial fibrillation, tachycardia (heart rate baseline value
above 100-110/ minute), HELLP syndrome, sepsis at the
site of injection, indeterminate neurologic disease, raised
intracranial pressure, allergy to anesthetics, discopathy, and
fixed cardiac output state e.g., aortic stenosis. All Patients
fasted and were pre-medicated with (ranitidine 150 mg at
night before the operation) according to ASA guidelines.
Per-operatively,18G intravenous lines were placed, baseline
vitals (blood pressure, heart rate, and oxygen saturation)
noted and all patients received crystalloid isotonic fluid as
co-load. Spinal anesthesia with bupivacaine spinal 0.75%
hyperbaric (12mg) in sub-arachnoid space over a period of
15 seconds was managed by consultant anesthesiologist
employing standard aseptic technique with 25g quincke
needle at L3-4 level in left lateral position and placed supine
after block. The anesthetist was blinded to prophylactic
medication (given by nurse anesthetist at time of giving sub-
arachnoid block injection) provided by fellow consultant
anesthetist in sealed labelled syringes and both were part of
study team with fixed roles. The block was evaluated by
pin prick in midline(sensory), modified bromage scale(motor)
at 3 minutes, while the autonomic block was checked by
spirit dipped swabs to check for cold and warm sensation.
Pulse, systolic and diastolic blood pressure was monitored
at 1,3,5,7,9,11,13 and 15 minutes interval following
administration of prophylactic medication for hemodynamic
stability (the primary outcome variables of the study). The
primary study variable being hemodynamic stability (pulse,
blood pressure) in first 15 minutes after placing block. The
notable secondary outcome variables being need of
vasopressors, anticholinergic drugs and adverse effects.
Hypotension was defined in study as a decrease in mean
blood pressure of less than 12% from the baseline value or
systolic blood pressure < 90mmHg) and treated with intra-
venous bolus of vasopressors. Inj. atropine was given for
heart rate < 60 beats/minute or 35% decrease from baseline
value. Hemodynamic parameters were compared with
baseline values among the groups. Independent-Samples
Kruskal-Wallis Test was applied to compare systolic blood
pressures between group-A(atropine) and group-B(placebo)
for association. Chi- square hypothesis test, was done to
determine if there is a statistically significant difference
between expected and observed frequencies with P-value
<0.05 considered as statistically significant. SPSS analysis
was done with v.21. Null hypothesis i.e., a claim we want
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to test is, H0: Atropine prophylactic use for hemodynamic
stability in cesarean section under spinal anesthesia do have
any clinically significant effect, while alternate hypothesis,
Ha: Atropine prophylactic use for hemodynamic stability in
cesarean section under spinal anesthesia do not have a
clinically significant effect, were the hypothesis of the study.
RESULTS:
The mean age(years) in group-A(atropine) & B(placebo) in
study being 26.59(SD of 4.22) and 26.72(SD of 3.22)
respectively. Pulse variation and systolic blood pressure
readings in both groups are depicted in table-1 and 2
respectively. The mean baseline and at 15 minutes diastolic
blood pressure(mmHg) in group-A, being 85.01(SD of
12.48) and 64.97(SD of 14.39) whereas similar readings in
group-B, being 88.61(SD of 15.38) and 67.56(SD of 14.37)
respectively and showed no marked statistical difference.
The heart rate variations of both groups are shown in graphical
way in graph-1.
The distribution and analysis done by Independent-Samples
Kruskal-Wallis Test of systolic blood pressure (mmHg) is
the same across all categories in (Atropine group-A and
Placebo group-B) sig. value was .478(significance level was
.050) and we retain the null hypothesis. Pearson correlation
coefficient value of 0.439 & 0.446 in group A & B, of study
was also significant statistically at 0.05 & 0.01 level (2–tailed)
as regard to heart rate variation from baseline value
respectively. On application of Pearson Chi-square test 0.015
value was calculated in group-A data, the output resulted
concludes interpretation of the P-value of 0.975 at df-
2(degree of freedom) which indicates that there is insufficient
evidence to reject the null hypothesis. In placebo group-B,
high chi-square computed was .501 due to which expected
and observed were not close and the model was a poor fit
to the systolic blood pressure readings in comparison to
baseline value data and cannot reject null hypothesis. The
systolic blood pressure variations of both groups A and B
are depicted in graph-2.
DISCUSSION:
Bradycardia is a presentation of cardio-vascular collapse
after neuraxial block anaesthesia. A wide number of
etiological factors are postulated such as the sudden shift of
cardiac autonomic balance, myocardial pacemaker cells
reflex arc activation,  Bainbridge reflex, hypoxia and
respiratory apnoea, triggering of cardioinhibitory receptor
and the pacemaker-stretch reflex i.e., decreased stretch is
evident as bradycardia, paradoxical response of stretch
receptors in sinus node (bezold jarisch reflex) and
baroreceptor mediated activation of vagal reflex arc. No
supportive data exists as to whether cardio-inhibitory
receptors or bezold jarisch reflex is solely responsible for
the event.11 Cardiac accelerator fibres T1-T4 blockade modifies
autonomic nervous system cardiac input leading to un-
opposed parasympathetic activity (at Sino-atrial and

atrioventricular node) may manifest as bradycardia and
asystole and the "reverse" Bainbridge reflex explains
decreases in heart rate noticed under condition of decreased
venous return e.g., in intra-thecal block.12,13 In another study
it was backed to practice a rationale for cardio-vascular
changes (bradycardia and hypotension) following intra-
thecal block by treating bradycardia immediately with anti-
cholinergic agent, if hypotension persists it is managed by
appropriate vasopressors.13 Similar practice was implemented
in our study by using prophylactic atropine intra-venously
at time of spinal block.
Hypotension associated with neuraxial block is secondary
due to sympathetic block. The systemic vascular resistance
decreases, peripheral vasodilation with redistribution of the
central blood volume to splanchnic circulation and lower
limbs along with decrease in myocardial contractility. The
cause of bradycardia is however less clear, but there is a
shift towards vagal predominance with sub-arachnoid
anaesthesia. There is evidence that cardiac afferent fibre
activation helps to preserve diastolic filling time during
relative decrease in venous return and that bradycardia is
associated with echocardiographic evidence of small left
ventricular chamber size.14

In the group-A of study, there was rather 11% increase in
mean heart rate at 15 minutes mark (statistically significant)
than the mean baseline value (91.25 vs 100.85) as in only
17(23.6%) of cases repeat bolus dose of atropine was given
while in 55(76.4%) cases no atropine was needed. In Placebo
group-B, in 30(41.7%) cases repeat atropine bolus intra-
venously was used, while no atropine was used in 42(58.3%)
of cases, while there was 4.7% decline in mean heart rate
value at 15 minutes in comparison to baseline value (105.58
vs 101.93) respectively. In the Atropine group-A, mean
systolic blood pressure value declined only by 12.2% at 15
minutes (chi-square value of .015) from baseline value
(131.51 vs 115.45) whereas in Placebo group-B there was
a decline of 13.2% in mean systolic blood pressure (chi-
square value of .501) at value 15 minutes from baseline
value (135.51 vs 118.666) respectively. Therefore group-A,
showed better hemodynamic (heart rate and systolic blood
pressure) stability and so we cannot reject null hypothesis
in our study. In group-A & B the mean decrease in diastolic
blood pressure at 15 minutes from baseline value was 24.7%
and 23.9% respectively which was statistically insignificant.

In group-A & B vasopressor was given in 36(50%) of cases
and not used in 36(50%) cases whereas, similar values in
group-B, being 38(52.78%) and in 34(47.2%) of cases
respectively. In 4(5.6%) cases in group-B, severe hypotension
occurred requiring colloids and measures to increase venous
return. In group-A, colloid fluid was administered in 1 case
only (0.69%). A single case was of late post-partum
hemorrhage (placenta previa) where intra-venous fluids
were rushed along with bolus doses of vasopressor agents.
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Graph-1: Pulse variations in both groups (n=72)

Std Deviation
15.260 / 18.603
18.018 / 19.703
20.082 / 22.633
24.109 / 23.381
17.834 / 22.848
18.598 / 21.734
17.703 / 18.105
17.835 / 14.805
15.067 / 14.733

Mean
131.51 / 135.74
 128.62 / 131.81
123.45 / 126.16
122.75 / 120.38
123.30 / 119.40
120.51 / 119.40
117.69 / 117.90
116.11 / 117.66
115.45 / 118.66

Maximum
187 / 200
180 / 182
184 / 175
188 / 166
173 / 171
165 / 174
165 / 157
157 / 146
158 / 148

Minimum
104 / 96
97 / 64
87 / 65
77 / 53
91 / 55
76 / 61
80 / 72
60 / 75
74 / 85

SBP Baseline (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B A B
SBP at, 1-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
SBP at, 3- minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
SBP, at 5- minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
SBP at, 7- minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
SBP at, 9- minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
SBP at, 11-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
SBP at,13- minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
SBP at,15-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B

Table-2: Systolic blood pressure in mmHg (SBP) variations both groups A and B. (n=72)

Std Deviation
10.476 / 15.422
11.640 / 15.756
13.905 / 17.082
14.918 / 17.189
12.635 / 15.054
14.213 / 13.346
12.450 / 12.540
11.746 / 11.556
11.494 / 11.636

Mean
91.25 / 105.58
98.06 / 102.99
105.00 / 102.83
106.21 / 103.10
104.67 / 102.49
104.46 / 102.67
103.67 / 101.99
101.76 / 101.89
100.85 / 101.93

Maximum
111 / 147
130 / 141
147 / 161
151 / 163
139 / 140
145 / 138
139 / 134
132 / 132
132 / 127

Minimum
63 / 78
68 / 65
80 / 72
77 / 60
81 / 68
71 / 77
71 / 78
61 / 78
61 / 79

Baseline pulse / minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 01-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 03-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 05-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 07-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 09-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 11-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 13-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B
Pulse at 15-minute (Atropine / Placebo) group A & B

Table-1: Pulse variations in both groups A and B. (n=72)

A study showed using crystalloid infusion of atropine in
spinal anesthesia can increase heart rate in the initial few
minutes and lowers incidence of hypotension after sub-
arachnoid block.15 In another study, pinal anesthesia-induced
hypotension (resulting from arterial and venous vasodilatation
resulting due to the sympathetic block along with a
paradoxical cardioinhibitory receptors activation) occurs

frequently, particularly in the elderly and in patients
undergoing caesarean spinal delivery, though several
strategies have been advocated, but no one measure has
been sufficiently effective and they stated that bradycardia
after spinal block must be urgently treated.16

In another study atropine in (dose of 0.6mg) was administered
one minute after placing intra-thecal block in elderly surgical
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Graph-2: Systolic blood pressure variation both groups A and B (n=72)

patients and was noted to be helpful in lowering the incidence
of hypotension and bradycardia.17 In study done atropine
prophylactic was administered in parturient undergoing
cesarean section in a teaching hospital set-up and they
supported the regimen, keeping in view better hemodynamic
values noted after spinal block.18 The results support our
study inference. In look for better and newer agents, a study
was done employing prophylactic nor-epinephrine along
with its rescue use as required in cesarean spinal delivery
and depicted promising results with prophylactic use needing
less atropine and vasopressors.19

In study by Aweke Z and colleagues, it was rationalized to

treat bradycardia and hypotension after subarachnoid block
by administering atropine initially followed by if needed
vasopressor agents.20 In another study, it was concluded that
atropine given prophylactically in spinal caesarean delivery
had better and stable haemodynamic (pulse and blood
pressure) parameters.21 In another study, it was concluded
that methoxamine along with atropine bolus administration
in caesarean section under spinal anaesthesia had augmented
hemodynamic effect with few adverse effects, in comparison
to when methoxamine was given separately.22

Limitation of the study was that invasive blood pressure
technique was not used, we relied on non-invasive blood
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pressure readings, it was multi-centered study, emergency
cases and those parturient with co-morbid diseases were not
extrapolated. More randomized, case-controlled studies are
required to further validate our findings.
CONCLUSION:
Prophylactic bolus of atropine against blunt unopposed vagal
activity provided stable hemodynamic (pulse and systolic
blood pressure) values in caesarean section at time of spinal
block.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine the mean vertical dimension of occlusion among dentate population by using different
anthropometric measurements in relation to eye.
Study Design and Setting: It was a cross sectional study conducted at outpatient department of prosthodontics, Liaquat
University of Medical and Health Sciences, Jamshoro from March –Sep-2019.
Methodology: Five eye characteristics were measured. The distance between the outer canthus of one eye and the inner
canthus of the opposite eye is measured in millimeters, outer canthus to rima oris distance, interpupillary distance, mid
pupil to rima oris distance and canthus to tragus distance. Data were analyzed using SPSS Version 20. Mean and SD for
age distinction between right and left pupil, rima oris and tragus. The outcome was assessed using age and gender
stratification. The age and gender groups were compared using a t -test.
Results: Total n=100 patients with complete dentitition were included for data collection. Mean age was 22.75±1.86 years.
Mean vertical dimension of occlusion (OVD) among dentate population was 67.73±1.02 mm. The mean inter canthus
distance was 63.13±2.95mm, the mean interpupillary distance was 61.21±1.67mm, rima oris to pupil was 67.46±1.53mm
and eye to ear distance was 70.04±1.68mm
Conclusion: The OVD index identifies the precise vertical dimensions as being present in dentate populations. This index
could be used in clinical setting before using other methods to estimate vertical dimension to provide a general sense of
the patient's vertical dimension.
Keywords: Anthropometric measurements, Dentate, Freeway Space, Occlusal Vertical Dimension-OVD, Vertical dimension

INTRODUCTION:
Nobody wants to have their natural teeth extracted and then
must wear a denture to replace them. However, the patient's
anguish can be alleviated to some extent by providing an
artificial tooth that looks and functions like natural teeth.
The vertical dimension of occlusion decreases in proportion
to tooth loss, which is defined as the distance between two
anatomic locations, usually one at each end of the nose and
one at the base of the chin, one of which is fixed and the
other of which is movable.1 The patient's ability to speak
and chew effectively, as well as their appearance, are
compromised because of a reduction in lower facial height.
The disease has a negative psychological and social impact
on the person.2

One of the most important aspects of successful prosthodontic
therapy is determining the optimal vertical dimension of
occlusion. Premature tooth contacts, in the absence of proper
occlusal vertical dimension (OVD), can cause increased
stress to the underlying tissues, as well as other consequences
such as muscular tiredness and a full mouth, among others.
Reduced biting force and problems with the temporomandi-
bular joint are all symptoms of senility if this is not
maintained.2-4

Anthropometric Measurements for Determination of Occlusal Vertical Dimension
in Relation to Eye
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Numerous methods are available to determine the vertical
dimension of occlusion, including pre-extraction records,
physiological rest posture and swallowing tests, phonetics,
aesthetic and cephalometric radiographs, and facial
measurements, but none of these methods are completely
reliable.5 Cephalometric measurements could improve OVD
reliability. OVD could be determined by measuring the
lower face height angle (anterior nasal spine-Xi protuberance
menti). An ideal OVD could be saved in the patient's virtual
file for the rest of their lives, making dento-maxillary
rehabilitation much easier and more predictable.6  Prior
research by Bishal Babu discovered that when measuring
the distance between the rima oris and pupil of one eye, the
mean vertical occlusion dimension was 69.324.17 mm, and
that this measurement could be used in conjunction with the
rima oris-to-pupil distance to determine the vertical occlusion
dimension.7 Lindawati S Kusdhanyet al discovered that the
mean interpupillary distance was 62.253.27 mm and this
value could be used to calculate the vertical occlusion
dimension.8

People of different races or ethnicities may not be able to
use the same types of measurements when measuring their
faces. Even people of the same race living in different parts
of the world can appear to be different in appearance. Racial
and socio-cultural factors have a direct impact on
communication ability.9 In order to gather information, the
purpose of this study was to determine the occlusal vertical
dimension in the dentate population by comparing different
anatomical measures to the local population's eye
measurements. Because no two people are the same height
or width, measurements will vary from one group to the
other. The study's findings will be useful in determining
how much occlusal vertical dimension an edentulous patient
has lost. These figures will be useful for general dentists
who, as these figures show, can easily implement these
approaches without the use of any complex instruments.
Hence, this study was aimed to determine mean vertical
dimension of occlusion among dentate population by using
different anthropometric measurements in relation to eye.
METHODOLOGY:
This cross-sectional study with consecutive sampling
technique was conducted at Outpatient Department of
Prosthodontics at Liaquat University of Medical and Health
Sciences in Jamshoro from March to Sep-2019. Using the
WHO sample size calculator, the sample size was calculated
as Inter Pupillary distance (p-p): 6.253.27 with a 95 percent
confidence interval and 0.01 absolute precision. The
calculated sample size was 42 subjects, but it was increased
to 100 subjects. The study was approved by the ethical
council with the reference number CPSP/REU/DSG-2016-
166-1779 on July 6, 2020. We sought written informed
consent from dentate volunteers who were willing to
participate. The presence of the patient's entire dentition,
Angle's Class 1 maxillo-mandibular relationship with a

normal overjet of 2 to 4 millimeters and an overbite, and an
age limit of  20 to 25 years for either gender were the
inclusion criteria. If a subject had any orofacial or skeletal
abnormalities, had previously restorative or prosthetically
treated teeth, had previously undergone orthodontic treatment,
had bruxism, or had tooth attrition, patients with eye squint,
nystagmus and having contact lenses were all excluded from
the study. They were given a thorough medical history and
clinical examination, and measurements were taken on fully
dentate volunteers with their teeth in contact while sitting
erect and gazing forward with their heads without any
support, and the occlusal plane was parallel to the floor, as
described above. The vernier caliper was used to measure
the vertical dimension of the occlusion as well as five
anthropometric eye characteristics: millimeters between the
outer canthus of one eye and the inner canthus of the opposite
eye; all of these parameters were measured in millimeters
three times and the results were entered into the proforma.
Following the collection of data, analyses were performed
using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS)
software, Version 20. A mean and standard deviation were
assigned to age. Gender and age were calculated as a
percentage and as a frequency. To determine the effect of
age and gender on the outcome, a stratification analysis was
performed. The ANOVA test was used to compare outcome
age groups and gender. The level of significance was set at
p 0.05.
RESULTS:
This study included 100 patients who had all their teeth
retained. The participants' average age was 22.75 years, with
a standard deviation of 1.86 years. Men constituted 40% of
the group, while women constituted 60%. In the dentate
population, the mean vertical dimension of occlusion was
67.73, with a standard deviation of 1.02. The mean
intercanthus distance was 63.13±2.95mm, the mean
interpupillary distance was 61.21.16mm, the pupil to rima
oris distance was 67.46±1.53mm, and the canthus to tragus
distance was 70.041±68mm, according to Table 1.
Stratification analysis was performed, and the results were
presented in terms of mean comparison of vertical dimension
of occlusion among dentate population by using different
anthropometric measurements in relation to eye among and
genders, as shown in Tables 2.
DISCUSSION:
When the vertical dimension of occlusion is restored, it not
only allows artificial teeth to be placed between the top and
bottom ridges, but it also improves the function of the denture
prosthesis as well as the patient's aesthetic appearance. When
this critical component is restored, it is critical that the
patient does not experience any discomfort or tightness in
the face. The measurement of the lower third of the face's
vertical height is arbitrary because there are no pre-extraction
records for the OVD. The average participant age in the
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mandible in a comfortable position. In clinical practice,
these techniques are frequently used in tandem to rest the
mandible. Bishal babu7 concluded in previous literature that
the mean Inter Canthus distance was 66.993±73 mm, pupil
to rima oris distance was 64.774±65 mm, and ear eye distance
was(69.324±17 mm, which can be used to determine vertical
dimension of occlusion. Lindawati S Kusdhanyet al8

concluded in another study that the mean inter pupillary
distance was 62.253±27), which can be used to calculate
VDO.
Hayakawa also created a model for predicting vertical
dimension of the sn-gn distance, which was used. Hayakawa
projected the vertical dimension based on the pupil-chelion
distance (p-ch). The inter pupillary distance (p-p)
measurement and the participant's gender were used to
predict the occlusal vertical dimension in this study. In this
study, researchers were able to precisely determine the
occlusal vertical dimension by measuring the inter pupillary
distance (p-p), which they discovered during their research.
The data support the assumption that differences in outcomes
are related to differences in profile between races.11-12

McGee13 used anthropometric data to determine the
relationship between OVD and other factors. According to
their findings, original OVD is frequently equivalent to
intercanthus distance, ear height, double length of one eye,
interpupillary distance, and nose midline. In other studies,
the differences between OVD and finger length ranged from
2-4 mm, indicating that this method of OVD prediction is
accurate and repeatable.14

Dentists most commonly use visual observations of the gap
between the mandibular rims in their physiologic rest posture
(freeway space), aesthetic judgement, and phonic tests,
which include observations when the "s" sound is recurrently
enunciated, among other techniques, to establish accurate
OVD in clinical practice. The OVD is assessed based on
aesthetic harmony in the lower face. An ideal OVD has a
relaxed face with slightly pressed lips. If the lower region
of the face is squeezed, the OVD has progressed too far.
When the OVD is lowered, however, the corners of the
mouth may recede. This method can be used to assess OVD
in patients who are young or middle-aged and have normal
skin tonus. This method may not produce an ideal OCD if
this tone is lost, or the lips are insufficient. While facial
aesthetics are frequently used in conjunction with various
methods for creating OVD, their ability to distinguish
between incremental changes in OVD when used by the
dentist or the patient is limited. The OVD index will be used
to validate alternative techniques.15-17 According to Nepalese
anthropometric research, the distance between the rima oris
and the pupil has a stronger association with OVD than any
other facial measurement.7 Several studies have linked OVD
and finger anthropometry.18-20

Getting the right OVD is critical because an excessive inter-

Table 1: Mean vertical dimension of occlusion among dentate
population by using different anthropometric measurements in

relation to eye

Table 2: Stratification of vertical dimension of occlusion values
in relation to gender

0.767

0.522

0.813

0.018

0.480

VDO (mm)

Inter Canthus Distance (mm)

Interpupillary Distance (mm)

Pupil to Rima Oris distance  (mm)

Ear – eye distance (mm)

Gender
P-ValueMeasurements

Female

67.76±1.09

62.94±3.98

60.96±1.60

67.10±1.51

69.92±1.89

Male

67.70±0.91

63.32±1.28

61.04±1.76

67.82±1.47

70.16±1.46

mean±SD
67.73±1.02
63.13±2.95
61.21±1.67
67.46±1.53
70.04±1.68

Measurements
Vertical dimension of occlusion (mm)
Intercanthus Distance (mm)
Interpupillary Distance (mm)
Pupil to rima oris distance  (mm)
Ear – eye distance (mm)

study was 22.751±86 years. There were 40% males and 60%
females. The 63 participants in the Kusdhany et al study
had an average age of 28 years, with 34 females and 29 men
making up the sample. Before extraction treatments are
performed, it is assumed that a patient's oral volume during
dentation will be of the optimal dimension in terms of both
aesthetics and function. A variety of treatments were
recommended to maintain the pre-extraction OVD and
transfer it to consecutive dentures. Internal measures, profile
tracings, cephalometric tracers, and pre-extraction phonetics
are just a few of the procedures used to prepare for extraction
as the primary method of preparation. Only patients with
an appropriate OVD and a stable occlusion can be measured
using these procedures.
According to the Glossary of Prosthodontic Terms, the
mandibular rest position is achieved when the head is erect,
the relevant muscles are in balance tonic contraction, and
the condyles are neutral and unstrained. To calculate the
OVD, subtract the interocclusal distance of 2-4 mm from
the mandibular rest position. Two dots on the skin's least
movable parts register the mandible's resting position (e.g.,
nose and chin). Willis' gauge, a spring divider (caliper), a
mil-ruler, and a digital caliper are also suggested. Phonetics
is a popular treatment method in which the patient is instructed
to pronounce the labial 'M' without tensing their lips when
speaking. If the patient's lips remain parted after making the
'M' sound, certain issues may arise. To avoid this problem,
many terms (Emma, Mississippi) have been recommended
to keep the jaw relaxed and the mouth parted. During the
second procedure, you must relax your jaw. Exercises can
help the patient learn how to swallow and hold their mandible
properly. The third method is called "no command" or
"relaxation" when a patient is asked to relax and keep their
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arch distance when the patient is in occlusion prevents his
or her lips from softly contacting each other when the patient
is relaxed. The patient may appear to be extending his or
her bottom lip to make contact. The muscles responsible for
elevating the lower jaw are unable to fully contract due to
the limited amount of available space. These muscles will
continue to work hard to overcome this obstacle. In many
cases, this causes damage to the supporting tissues, resulting
in symptoms such as discomfort, possible ischemia, and,
eventually, resorption. When a patient has difficulty closing
their lips properly due to excessive OVD, this can lead to
facial deformity.21 An excessive interocclusal distance, on
the other hand, can cause complications. Increased OVD
during tooth contact can cause TMJ damage, facial distortion,
muscle atrophy, and possibly angular cheilitis (angular
cheilitis). Numerous studies have recommended a freeway
of 2 mm to 4 mm as a standard. Dentures have long used
this method of measuring vertical dimension by highway
space. When driving on freeways, keep in mind that the area
is only used to repair denture teeth and install models for
the try-in procedure.22 Phonetics and aesthetics are used
during the try-in to fine-tune the final incisal edge placement,
which is then recorded. There is no single correct vertical
dimension because of the numerous different approaches to
determining vertical dimension that have been investigated.
As a result, we can conclude that the vertical dimension is
highly variable.23-25 The OVD index can be used in two
ways: before or after other procedures to assess the patient's
vertical dimension, or after the results of those other
procedures to validate the results of those other procedures.
CONCLUSION:
The OVD index identifies the precise vertical dimensions
as being present in dentate populations. This index could
be used in clinical setting before using other methods to
estimate vertical dimension to provide a general sense of
the patient's vertical dimension.
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Abdul Zahir

ABSTRACT
Objectives: To determine the frequency of migraine in students taking online classes during Covid-19 pandemic.
Study design and setting: Cross-sectional study design using a non-probability convenient sampling technique was
conducted and carried out for a period of three months from August 2021 to November 2021 at Bolan Medical College.
Total n=500 students of secondary, high school, and undergraduate students of different disciplines attending online classes
during the COVID-19 pandemic were the target population.
Methodology: The questionnaire comprised of four sections; students’ demography, mean duration of using digital devices
before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, and presenting to the hospital with complaints of headache/migraine. Students
willing to participate were included while students that refused to participate were excluded. SPSS version 23.0 was used
for data analysis. To determine the association between mean duration usage of digital devices, presenting with
headache/migraine or the use of glasses in-between pre-COVID and COVID era, a one-sample t-test was applied keeping
p-<0.05 statistically significant.
Results: From 500 students, the mean age was 18 ± 3.2 years. There were n=274 (54.8%) males and n=226 (45.2%)
females. The mean duration of using digital devices in the pre-COVID era were 1.8 ± 0.7 hours while in the COVID era
were 3.6 ± 1.9 hours. A significant difference was observed in terms of mean duration of digital device usage, frequency
of migraine and use of glasses in COVID-19 era when compared with pre-COVID era.
Conclusion: Increase in use of digital devices during COVID-19 pandemic caused increased complains of headache/migraine
among the students. Additionally majority of students reported decrease in visual acuity during the pandemic due to which
they had to wear glasses.
Keywords: COVID-19, Headache, Migraine, Online classes, Stress.

headache is 3%.4 The reported values revealed  that headache
disorders are causing disability in patients' daily routine
lives on a global scale. According to WHO, such figures
would make migraine the most disabling condition for both
genders.5 Preventive therapy may decrease the frequency of
migraine attacks by up to 50% or more. To diagnose and
evaluate the patient diagnostic screening is important.6

Digital device usage has been linked with increased frequency
of migraine attack. The extensive use of computer as medium
of teaching and learning in universities required self-analysis
into the extent of computer related health disorders among
students population.7 Constant exposure to internet creates
negative impact on life and imparts serious health issues
like chronic fatigue, altered sleep, visual problem, migraine
and low immunity.8 The severity of internet addiction is
associated with severity of headache. Since the beginning
of the pandemic in 2020, the COVID-19 virus impaired the
global health care system and all aspect of human’s life as
well. All educational institution remains closed worldwide
and had to switch towards online, e-learning systems 9. The
pandemic affected student’s social and educational academic
life. They are concerned about their academic career. To
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INTRODUCTION:
Migraine is a common, chronic, debilitating neurovascular
disorder, which is characterized by recurrent attacks of
severe headache and dysfunction of autonomic nervous
system.1 It is unilateral and throbbing in nature, frequently
associated with a variety of other non-specific symptoms
such as nausea, vomiting, photophobia, and phonophobia.2

Migraine attacks can last up to 4-72 hours and are diagnosed
based on a combination of features. However, not all features
must be present in every spell, and may differ from patient
to patient.3

Worldwide, an acute headache disorder are estimated at
about 46%, according to International Headache Society
criteria for migraine and tension-type headache. Migraine
is 11%, tension-type headache is 46% and chronic daily
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diminish these issues educational sectors introduced online
learning strategies. Prolong sessions in front of computer,
laptop and mobile for online classes’ students may get serious
health issues and migraine is one of them.10

Thus, the objective of study was to determine the frequency
of migraine in students taking online classes during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
METHODOLOGY:
This cross-sectional observational study using a non-
probability convenient sampling technique was carried out
for a period of three months from August 2021 to November
2021 at Bolan Medical College. The study was done after
approval from the Institutional Review Committee. The
ERC was issued with ERC number-PGMI-2958. This was
a questionnaire-based quantitative study only among students
of secondary, high school and undergraduate students who
were attending classes online during the COVID-19
pandemic. The sample size was calculated by using openepi
software with 95 % confidence level and 50 % anticipated
frequency, the sample size came out to be 385. But this
study included 500 students as during the time period for
data collection, 23 % more students agreed for participation
in the study.
The questionnaire was comprised of four sections; students’
demography, the mean duration of using digital devices
before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, and presenting
to the emergency department or medical out-patient
department with a complaint of headache/migraine as a
presenting symptom. Furthermore, questions were asked
regarding the use of glasses before the COVID-19 pandemic
and if glasses were used during the pandemic (for exclusion
criteria). Regarding examination, the visual acuity of each
study participant was checked by taking the participants to
the ophthalmologist. Prior to student’s recruitment, they
were informed regarding the duration, purpose and anonymity
of the research. Students willing to participate in the study
were included in the study while those students that refused
to participate in the study were excluded. For determining
the average time a student spent on digital devices, it was
asked from parents as well (not for confirming the answer
given by the students). No other question was asked from
the parents nor was any other questionnaire used. Digital
devices included computers, smartphone, and any other
digital device used during COVID-19 pandemic for taking
online classes.
For diagnosing headache/migraine, the criterion of
International Headache Society was used i.e., A. At-least
five episodes fulfilling criteria B-D has occurred. B. Headache
lasting 4-72 hours (untreated or unsuccessfully treated) C.
Headache with at-least two of the following characteristics;
unilateral location, pulsating nature, moderate to severe pain
intensity, aggravating or causing avoidance of routine physical
activities, during headache with at-least one of the following

i.e.,  nausea and vomiting, photophobia, photophobia,
headache is not attached to another disorder.11

SPSS version 23.0 was used for data analysis. For descriptive
data, frequency and percentages were reported while for
quantitative data; mean and standard deviation were reported.
For determining the association between mean duration
usages of digital devices, presenting with headache/migraine
as a symptom or the use of glasses in-between pre-COVID
and COVID era, one-sample t-test was applied keeping p-
value of <0.05 as statistically significant.
RESULTS:
Total of 500 students included in the study with mean age
of 18 ± 3.2 years. The frequency of males was n=274 (54.8%)
and females was n=226 (45.2%). Total n=270 (54%) of
students were undergraduate students, n=122 (24.4%) of
students were high school students while n=108 (21.6%) of
students belonged to secondary schools. The mean duration
of using digital devices (mobile, computers, television,
laptop/notebook) in the pre-COVID era were 1.8 ± 0.7 hours
with n=422 (84.4%) students. The mean duration of using
digital devices (mobile, computers, television,
laptop/notebook) in the COVID era were 3.6 ± 1.9 hours
with n=64 (12.8%) students spending time on digital devices
for <3 hours per day and n=436 (87.2%) of students spending
>3 hours per day=graph-I. All the included students, i.e.
500 attended online classes and presented with
headache/migraine as a presenting complaint. Prior to COVID
pandemic, 104 (20.8%) students used spectacles, however
during the COVID era, 290 (58.0%) of students used
spectacles. A 6/6 to 6/12 visual acuity was observed in 120
(24%) of students, 6/12 to 6/18 in 250 (50%) of students
while <6/18 was observed in 130 (25%) of students (Table
I)
The mean duration of digital devices usage in the pre-
COVID and COVID era showed significant difference with
P-Value <0.001. Students experiencing headache/migraine
in pre-COVID era was in around n=104 (20.8%) of students
while in the COVID era, all students included in the study
presented with headache/migraine as a presenting symptom,
with p-value of  <0.0001. The use of glasses in pre-COVID
era, 104 (20.8%) and in the COVID era, 290 (58%) showed
a significant difference of <0.001 [Table II].
DISCUSSION:
According to the study results, a significant increase in the
frequency of headache / migraine along with the use of
glasses was reported (p<0.0001 and p<0.001) in the COVID-
19 era when compared with the pre-COVID period. The
mean duration of digital device usage increased from 1.8 ±
0.7 hours/day to 3.6 ± 1.9 hours / day.
In accordance with our study reported, a study reported an
increased frequency of headache/migraine amongst students
that spent more time on digital device usage.12 Similarly
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Table I: Baseline demographics of patients included in the study (n=500)

%
± 3.2
54.8
45.2
21.6
24.4
54.0
± 0.7
84.4
15.6
± 1.9
12.8
87.2
100
100
20.8
79.2
58.0
42.0
24.0
50.0
25.0

Frequency
18
274
226
108
122
270
1.8
422
78
3.6
64
436
500
500
104
396
290
210
120
250
130

Variables
Mean age (years)

 Mean duration of using digital devices (pre-COVID)
<3 hours
>3 hours
Mean duration of using digital devices (COVID era)
<3 hours
>3 hours
Online classes attended
Presenting with headache/migraine as symptom

Yes
No
Yes
No
6/6 to 6/12
6/12 to 6/18
<6/18

Use of glasses before  COVID

Use of glasses in COVID era

Visual Acuity

Gender

Class

Male
Female
Secondary
High school
Undergraduate

13%

87%

Figure: 1 Graphical representation
of duration of digital device usage
in COVID era (n=500)

Table II: Association of various factors in online learning / use of digital devices with factors
associated with headache/migraine

p-value
<0.001
<0.0001
<0.001

COVID era
3.6 ± 1.9

500 (100 %)
290 (58 %)

Pre-COVID era
1.8 ± 0.7

104 (20.8 %)
104 (20.8 %)

Variables
Mean duration of using digital devices (hours)

Presenting with headache/migraine as symptom
Use of glasses

2-3 Hr Per Day<3 Hr Per Day

another research also observed that the use of digital devices
especially for long duration online classes were significantly
associated with decrease in vision as well as increased
frequency of headache/ migraine. Probably the reason of
higher prevalence in undergraduate students would be having
multiple factors such as increased level of stress associated
with academic and economic burden, lack of sleep, improper
diet and limited or lack of physical activities. These factors
may increase due to more burden and responsibilities on
them 13, 14. In yet another study to determine the screen time-
exposure and reporting of headache in young adults, the
results of the study suggested that the students with the
highest screen time exposure reported an increased risk of
migraine. The results of this study proved that long duration
use of digital devices could possibly provoke headache.15

Similar to this study, another study conducted during the
COVID-19 pandemic found similar effects on student’s
mental health in terms of increased frequency of headache/
migraine coupled with visual impairments such as decrease
in visual acuity, refractive errors etc.16, 17

Likewise in yet another research in which 46 students with
mean age of 14.46 years were included with a mean duration
of online classes at 3.08 ± 1.68 hours observed an increase
of stressful symptoms such as headache/migraine, visual
impairments and distress.18

In accordance with the findings of this study where due to
increased screen time led to higher rates of migraine,
published literature suggests that firstly screen time is referred
to as the time duration which is spent in activities involving
pairing with a digital screen, such as computer, laptop, tablet,
mobile phones etc. Not only for online learning/classes, but
screen time has increased in the pandemic for other services
as well. Since the real-world impact of COVID-19 on
migraine patients has not been extensively studied, to the
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best of knowledge.19

From the results of our study and other studies on COVID-
19 pandemic’s impact, it can be unanimously said that the
pandemic has caused a negative effect on not only the impact
on migraine/mental health of patients but also on the overall
health status of the population.20

The study was not free from selection and observational
bias and the fact that students of a single locality / presenting
to a single hospital were included; a further multi-centered
study with students from different background would be
revealing more information regarding the increased
frequencies of headache/migraine among students of online,
e-learning.
CONCLUSION:
Increase in the use of digital devices amid the COVID-19
pandemic caused increased incidences of headache/migraine
among the students. Additionally majority of students reported
decrease in visual acuity during the pandemic due to which
they had to wear glasses. Further studies are required for
determining and addressing this health issue.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: To assess diagnostic accuracy of HRCT for COVID pneumonia keeping RT-PCR as reference standard.
Study Design and Setting: A retrospective cohort study, carried out in of Radiology Department of KRL hospital, Islamabad
from January 2021 to May 2021.
Methodology: A total of 199 patients referred to Radiology Department for HRCT examination with clinical suspicion
of COVID pneumonia were enrolled. Average age was 54yrs ± 14. PCR results of patients were retrieved from MIS.
HRCT chest scan report assessed pulmonary involvement and categorized according to CORADS on a scale from 1 to 5.
CT severity score was also assessed on 20-segment model for scoring. Statistical analysis was carried using SPSS software.
Sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value, positive predictive value and diagnostic accuracy were calculated.
Results: The sensitivity was calculated to be 99.05%, the specificity was36.84%, the positive predictive value was 86.25%,
the negative predictive value was 90.63% and diagnostic accuracy was 88.61%"
For CORADS categories 1, 2 and 6, CT was in good agreement with the PCR results. Maximum numbers of patients were
from age bracket 51-60 yrs. Correlation of gender with disease showed more prevalence in males and CTSS was not
different in genders.
Conclusion: HRCT chest has high sensitivity and negative predictive value for diagnosis of COVID pneumonia on the
basis of CORADS reporting scheme. However it has low specificity. Disease has more prevalence in male gender. The
most severely affected age bracket was 51-60 years.
Key words: CORADS, COVID-19, CTSS, HRCT, RT-PCR

INTRODUCTION:
SARS-Cov-2 causes an infection-related respiratory
syndrome and was named Corona virus Disease 2019 by
the World Health Organization.COVID-19 has evolved into
a pandemic worldwide  and declared emergency of
international concern.1 It was first detected in China in 2019
and soon spread over the globe. Despite the fact that china
has finally kept the issue under control within the country
only rare outbreaks and sporadic cases reported some parts
of the country. However, the pandemic can last even longer
as the virus is still spreading around the world.2 Diagnosis
of SARS-Cov-2 infection has prime importance to control
the disease. Clinical picture may not be useful because the
majority of patients are asymptomatic or have only mild
symptoms.3 Therefore for the diagnosis of SARS-Cov-2
infection sensitive and specific test were required. As a result
real time PCR assay and antibody assay for the detection
have been developed.4

According to the latest guideline of Diagnosis and Treatment
protocol for COVID 19 (tentative 8th edition), the diagnosis
of COVID-19 must be confirmed by means of (RT-PCR) or
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gene sequencing of respiratory or blood specimens should
be taken as a key indicator for hospitalization. However RT
PCR has significantly low positive rate compared with
HRCT due to limitations of sample collection, transportation
and limitations in kit performance.5

According to the latest guideline of Diagnosis and Treatment
protocol for COVID 19 (tentative 8th edition), the diagnosis
of COVID-19 must be confirmed by means of (RT-PCR) or
gene sequencing of respiratory or blood specimens should
be taken as a key indicator for hospitalization.6

However RT PCR has significantly low positive rate
compared with HRCT due to limitations of sample collection,
transportation and limitations in kit performance.5

HRCT chest has proved to be of diagnostic value during
current COVID 19 pandemic. It is fast, convenient, and
effective method for early recognition of suspicious cases,
hence aids in early quarantine. It carries high sensitivity for
COVID -19 pneumonia, however it has lower specificity.7

The Dutch Radiological Society developed COVID-19
Reporting and Data System (CO-RADS) similar to the
reporting systems TIRADS, LIRADS and BIRADS. It
measures the possible pulmonary involvement by COVID-
19 on scale from very low to very high (1to5). CO-RADS
have proven to be a useful method for determining COVID-
19 pulmonary involvement. It exhibits significant inter
observer agreement in individuals with moderate to severe
symptoms, particularly for categories 1 and 5.8

METHODOLOGY:
A single center retrospective cohort study conducted in
Radiology department of KRL Hospital, Islamabad from
January 2021 to May 2021on patients referred to radiology
department for HRCT. The study included all the referred
patients in the radiology department who were clinical
suspicions of COVID pneumonia. Pregnant females due to
the risk of CT, patients having pulmonary disease and
malignancy were excluded. The research was approved by
an independent ethical review board (KRL-HI-PUB-
ERC/Oct21/08).
199 patients were recruited in this study to achieve 95%
Level of the confidence interval and 5% margin error. Age
range 20-92yrs (average age 54yrs ± 14). There were 77
females and 122 males.
These patients were tested by RT-PCR assays on material
collected from throat with swab. The results of RT-PCR
were obtained from hospital information system.
The RT-PCR results were extracted from the hospital
information system.
HRCT chest scan of patients was done on 16-slicescanner;
patients were scanned in supine position. History and clinical
symptoms were recorded. A qualified radiologist reported
the study. Each CT report assessed the pulmonary
involvement and categorized according to CORADS on a

scale from 1 to 5.
CORADS 1: normal or non-infectious, CORADS 2: typical
for other infectious diseases rather than COVID 19, CORADS
3 : equivocal/uncertain features compatible with other
diseases as well as COVID 19, CORADS 4 : high suspicious
for COVID 19, CORADS 5: very high typical for
COVID19), CORADS 6:(proven RTPCR positive for SARS-
Cov-2.
CT severity score was also assessed and 20-segment model
for scoring was followed and score was calculated out of
total 40 points based on the percentage of lung parenchyma
involved. Score of 19 out of 40 was considered as severe
disease. Main CT features (ground-glass haze, crazy paving,
consolidations, reticulation and/or thickened interlobular
septa, nodules) were also described.
Patients were rejected when the time between RT-PCR test
and the HRCT  was  more than seven days.
Statistical software (SPSS version 21) was used for analysis.
Continuous variables are represented by means and standard
deviation, while categorical variables are represented by
counts and percentages.
RT-PCR assay was used as reference standard for COVID-
19 infection.
CT –ve = CORADS 1 and 2
CT +ive = CORADS4, 5 and 6.
CT indeterminate/equivocal= CORADS 3
CT results in terms of CORADS were compared with PCR;
the results were also studied in with respect to age and
gender of patients The Pearson correlation coefficient test
was used for correlations, and p-value less than 0.05 was
defined statistically significant. The diagnostic accuracy
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV)
negative predictive value (NPV) were determined.
RESULTS:
All patients referred to KRL Radiology Department for
HRCT were recruited in the study; their PCR reports were
traced from database. A total of 199 patients were enrolled
with age ranging 20-92 yrs (average age 54yrs ± 14) referred
for HRCT examination with clinical suspicion of COVID
pneumonia. There were 77 females and 122 males. Patients
presented with cough, body aches, shortness of breath, fever
and asymptomatic with history of contact, pre-surgical
evaluation
Chi-square test was used to study the correlation between
CT and PCR for diagnosis of COVID pneumonia. RT-PCR
assay was used as reference standard for COVID-19 infection.
CORADS 1 and 2 considered CT negative for disease.
CORADS 4, 5 and 6 CT positive for disease. CT
indeterminate / equivocal= CORADS 3
Out of the PCR results, 105 patients turned out to be PCR
positive and 94 were PCR negative. CT positive were 164,
CT negative for disease were 35. The Sensitivity was
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calculated as 99.05%, Specificity 36.84%, PPV 86.25%,
NPV 90.63% and the diagnostic accuracy 88.61%. Table 1
shows sensitivity and specificity of CORADS.
For CORADS categories 1, 2 and 6,CT  was in good
agreement with the PCR results, and 99%patients were
found PCR negative with p-value of <0.05. For CORADS
category 3 which is indeterminate whether COVID
pneumonia is present or not, all patients were PCR negative,
p-value <0.001. For CORADS category 4, 50% patients
were PCR negative although CORADS category states
highly suspicious for COVID pneumonia. CORADS category
5 showed 71% were PCR negative and 28% were PCR
positive and in agreement with the CT findings with
significance value of <0.05.
Disease severity as assessed by (Chest CT scan Severity
Score) CTSS according to age groups was also studied.
Patients were divided in to groups according to their age:
20-30years old, >30-40years old, >40-50years old, >50-
60yers old, >60-70years old, >70-80years old,.80-90years
old, >90yeras old. Table3. Maximum number of patients
were from age bracket 51-60 years followed by 61-70 years.
 Correlation of gender with disease showed more prevalence
in males and CTSS was not different in genders with
significance P value of <0.05. Table 4 shows correlation of
gender with severity of disease based on CTSS.

Figure 1:  HRCT chest lung window showing areas of ground
glass haze with interlobular septal thickening, and intervening

areas of increased attenuation, patient had CORADS category 5,
CTSS 33/40, severe disease.

Figure 2: HRCT CHEST lung window showing patchy areas of
ground glass haze with interlobular septal thickening in subpleural

location, Patient was reported as CORADS category 5

P
<0.05

Covid +ve
Covid +ve

Total

CORADS Gold Standard (PCR )
Positive

104
1

105
Sensitivity

104/105*100=99.05%

Negative
60
35
95

Specificity
35/95*100=36.84%

Table 1 Sensitivity and Specificity of the CORADS

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
1
0
2
22
80

19
10
03
02
55
1

20
12
03
04
77
83

CORADS PCR +ve PCR-ve Total
Patients

Table 2: Comparison of CT diagnosis based on CORADS vs PCR

Table 3. Correlation of age groups with severity of the disease
based on CTSS

20-30
>30-40
>40-50
>50-60
>60-70
>70-80
>80-90
>90

12
24
24
45
27
11
3
2

0
6
5
20
11
9
0
0

12
30
29
65
38
20
3
2

Total
No

CTSS (20-40)
Severe

CTSS (0-19)
Mild

Age Groups
(Years)

Total
No

CTSS (20-40)
Severe

CTSS (0-19)
MildGender

77
122
199

19
32
51

58
90
148

Female
Male

Table 4 .Correlation of gender of patients with severity of disease
based on CTSS

DISCUSSION:
COVID pneumonia has variable presentations. Patient may
be an asymptomatic carrier. Due to its high infectivity it is
important to isolate the infected person to further prevent
spread of disease. This disease is susceptible to under
diagnosis as well as misdiagnosis.10 COVID-19 is diagnosed
via detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA using real time reverse-
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), however
as there is no gold standard investigation hence the
performance of many SARS-CoV-2  RT-PCR assays is not
entirely known. COVID 19 is diagnosed by real-time reverse
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction to detect SARSCOV2
RNA .However the performance of various SARSCoV2 RT-
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PCR assays is unknown due to the lack of gold standard
research. Kanji et al. investigated the SARS-CoV-2 RT-false
PCR's negative rate (FNR) and sensitivity, concluding that
the assay's specificity is 100 percent and the false negative
rate is affected by viral load changes over time.11

The study by Kanji et al evaluated the SARS-COV-2 RT
PCR test sensitivity and false negative rate. It concludes
that its specificity reaches 100% and the false negative rate
of the assay is subject to viral load dynamics over time .
False negative result is due to poor specimen collection,
sampling at early stage of the disease process, low sensitivity
of the assay, inappropriate sample type and low viral load12-

17. We compared RT-PCR and HRCT chest for diagnosis of
COVID pneumonia, keeping RT-PCR assay as reference
standard for COVID-19 infection. The sensitivity was
determined as 99%, the specificity was 58%, the positive
predictive value was 54% the negative predictive value was
99% and the diagnostic accuracy was 72%. The study by
Tao Ai5 proposed that as RT-PCR has a low sensitivity, the
false positive cases on CT can actually be the true positives
as RT-PCR and found RT-PCR an imperfect gold standard
test for the diagnosis of COVID-19. Our results were in
agreement with the study conducted in Bangladesh by Haque
S et al18, they took RT-PCR as gold standard and calculated
the diagnostic accuracy of HRCT. Their sensitivity was high
about 96% in agreement with our study, specificity was low
66%, they had high PPV 97%, accuracy 90% and NPV 62%.
Although it is not recommended to use CT chest for diagnosis
of COVID 19 but it is shown to be helpful in assessment of
complications, prognosis and severity. A study conducted
by Korkmaz et al on the basis of their observations suggested
that Chest CT can serve as a superior screening tool to RT-
PCR in case of resource shortages in tests and “if patients
with negative RT-PCR tests but positive CT findings are
discharged without isolation or other precautionary measures,
the rates of human-to-human transmission may increase,
and the patients may deteriorate.”19 Our results were also in
agreement with Mohammad Karam et al, they did meta-
analysis of comparative studies assessing CT chest versus
RT PCR, using RT-PCR as reference the sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy was 0.91(0.82-0.98), 0.775 (0.25-1.00) and
0.87(0.68-0.99) respectively.20 Efficacy of CT was assessed
in terms of CORADS categories. For CORADS categories
1, 2 and 6, CT was in good agreement with the PCR results,
and 99% patients were found PCR negative with P value of
<0.05. For CORADS category 3 which is indeterminate
whether COVID pneumonia is present or not, all patients
were PCR negative, P value <0.05.As PCR had two
categories, either the test has to be positive or negative, CT
on the contrary reports in terms of probabilities, and for the
purpose of calculation of sensitivity and specificity we
considered CORADS 3 as disease negative. For CORADS
category 4, 50% of the patients were PCR negative although
CT based CORADS category states highly suspicious for

COVID pneumonia.
CORADS category 5 showed 71% were PCR negative and
28% were PCR positive and in agreement with the CT
findings with significance value of <0.05. A study by Prokop
et al assessed diagnostic performance of CORADS and
inter-observer agreement; they observed that CORADS
permits the limits in terms of cut off points for clinical
decision making. In addition it also provides good
performance in anticipating COVID-19 patients with
moderate to severe side effects. It have significant
interobserver agreement, particularly for CO-RADS
categories 1 and 58,however while assessing the diagnostic
performance they found CORADS in good agreement with
the reference standard (RT PCR), they also had a small
group of patients who were both PCR and CT chest negative
but clinical findings suggestive of COVID pneumonia.
In our study one of the reasons of low CT specificity might
be the referral. As a part of medical department protocol,
most of the patients referred for HRCT assessment were
PCR negative and had strong clinical suspicion of COVID
pneumonia, and those with PCR positive results were referred
in less numbers. Only those PCR positive patients were
referred to Radiology Department for HRCT who had some
complications or had any comorbid. So there is probably
sampling bias in our case. Still it shows high sensitivity and
negative predictive value rendering it an effective tool for
PCR negative cases with strong clinical suspicion.
Disease severity by CT Severity Score was also studied with
respect to the age groups. We made groups of patients
according to ages, groups were divided into 20-30yr, >30-
40yr, >40-50yr, >50-60yr, >60-70yr, >70-80yr, 80-90yr and
>90yr. Maximum number of patients were from age 51-
70yrs, with highest CTSS in 51-60year age group. So either
the younger age group is more resistant to infection or they
get mild form of disease that does not reach hospital to get
investigated. Our results were in agreement with the Saeed
et al; they found severe disease mainly in 50-59 year age
group, although they did 25 point scoring system and
classified the disease severity into mild, moderate and severe
on the basis of CTSS where as we classified it into two
categories, mild and severewith 40 point scoring system.21

Another study done by Zayed, et al22 reported that both
CTSS and CORADS scores performed well in predicting
COVID-19 they also observed severe illness in the older
age groups
Association of gender with disease was also studied, it was
found to be more prevalent in males, however the disease
severity as assessed by CTSS was not different between
genders. Saeed et al also found male predominance in
disease.21 Our results were in disagreement with the study
by E forsblom et al, they found that both sexes were equally
infected by SARS-CoV2, although this study was population
based registry, it was not imaging based study; it was rather
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based of clinical and pathological parameters.23 They also
found more severe disease in males as compared to female
population. In our study one of the reasons of low CT
specificity might be the referral which is one of the limitations
of the study. As most of the patients referred for HRCT
assessment were PCR negative and had strong clinical
suspicion of COVID pneumonia, while those with PCR
positive results were referred in less numbers. Only those
PCR positive patients were referred to Radiology Department
for HRCT who had some complications or had any comorbid.
So there is probably sampling bias.
CONCLUSION:
HRCT chest has high sensitivity and negative predictive
value for diagnosis of COVID pneumonia on the basis of
CORADS reporting scheme. However, it has low specificity
when RT PCR is taken as reference standard. Disease has
more prevalence in male gender, however the disease severity
as assessed by CTSS was not different between genders
with the most severely affected age bracket 51-60yrs.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine the association between smoking and calculus deposition among patients presenting at a tertiary
hospital of Karachi.
Study Design and Settings: A cross-sectional comparative study was conducted at periodontology OPD, Altamash Institute
of Dental Medicin,e Karachi for six months from 15- September-2021 to 15-February-2022.
Methodology: About 150 male patients of age 11 to 60 years coming for routine check-ups were included. Patients were
divided into two groups on basis of their smoking status. Clinical examination was performed for each tooth and presence
of calculus was evaluated using Oral Hygiene Index (OHI).The measurement of calculus was done by visual investigation
and tactile examination by using periodontal probe and mirror. For each individual, one tooth was selected from each
sextant and average OHI score is calculated. Supra-gingival calculus present near marginal gingiva was labeled as mild
whereas supra and sub gingival calculus with gum recession along with calculus covering more than half of tooth surface
was labeled as severe.
Results: Among 75 smokers, 44% had mild and 56% had severe calculus deposition whereas among 75 non-smokers,
86.7% had mild and 13.3% had severe calculus deposition. Odds of smoking among patients with severe deposition is 8.27
times higher than odds of smoking among patients with mild calculus deposition (OR=8.27, 95% CI=3.69-18.53) and
significant effect of smoking was observed on calculus deposition (p=0.001).
Conclusion: The study concluded that smoking has significant effect on calculus deposition. By taking smoking  as  a
discriminant  variable  it  is  proved  that  calculus  deposition  is  higher  in  smokers  as  compared  to  non-smokers.
Keywords: Smoking, periodontal health, calculus deposition, oral hygiene

INTRODUCTION
Periodontal disease (PD) is an infectious, chronic condition
accompanied by the loss of periodontal tissue and affecting
almost 20-50% of global population. It is generally accepted
that PD occurs as a consequence of imbalances between
local microbiota and locally mediated immune response.
Chronic PD displays a gender, age, and socio-economic
status differences, indicating that socio-demographic-related
variables have played a significant role in the disease growth
accounting for around 8% increase in prevalence rate of
periodontitis in an age- standardized population from 1990
to 2019.3 One of the modifiable and unhealthy lifestyle risk
factors of PD is smoking. Smoking plays a significant part
in the development and progression of chronic PD.4,5,6,7

Worldwide, mortality rates as a consequence of smoking
are estimated to be 7 million in a year.8 Worldwide, about
43% of the women and 57% of the men are smokers. In
developing countries, the smoking rate is increasing by 3%
each year, which may also leads to increase in prevalence
of PD.6 In terms of the process by which smoking influences
the development of periodontitis, multiple causes lead to
the harmful periodontal impacts of smoking, comprising the
modification of both host reaction and microbial mechanisms.
Even healthy periodontium is damaged by smoking and
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certain complications for example diabetes mellitus multiplies
the destructive effect involved in smokers. 10 In another study
increased incidence of calculus has been indicated in
Community Periodontal Index (CPI) scores in smokers. 11

Among the environmental factors, tobacco smoking is
considered one of the true risk factors and is known to be
independently related to periodontal destruction. More than
seven thousand toxins are present in tobacco smoke including,
carcinogens and addictive psycho-active substances like
nicotine, which are detrimental to general health and also
a major public health concern. In addition, the use of
smokeless tobacco (SLT) as an alternative tobacco product
to cigarette smoking is gradually becoming popular.
Considering the well-established deleterious effects of
smoking on periodontal health, it is of great importance to
understand the underlying mechanisms, which remain largely
unclear. Its widely accepted that both periodontal microflora
and host response play critical roles in the initiation and
progression of periodontal disease. Considerable attention
has been focused on the effects of smoking on host response
in previous studies, which demonstrate that smoking increases
the host’s susceptibility and risk of infection by inducing
immune dysfunction. However, it is still necessary to carry
out a more detailed assessment of the effects of smoking on
sub-gingival microflora that causes the infectious disease.
A previous review article investigated the correlation between
smoking and oral and nasopharyngeal bacterial flora, and
demonstrated the adverse effects of smoking on the
colonization of potential pathogens and the increased
frequency of upper respiratory tract infections.1

The aim of current study was to determine the association
between smoking and calculus deposition among patients
presenting at a tertiary hospital of Karachi. This study would
help in promoting healthy practices and increasing awareness
regarding harmful effects of smoking in general and
associated with calculus decomposition.
METHODOLOGY:
A cross-sectional comparative study was conducted at the
out-patient department of periodontology of Altamash
Institute of Dental Medicine, Karachi for the duration of six
months from 15-September 2021 to 15-February 2022, after
the approval of institutional review board with ERC code:
AIDM/ERC/20/2021/01. Sample size was estimated using
online Open epi sample size estimator, by statistics of mean
calculus index in smokers as 1.62 ± 0.36 and in non-smokers
as 1.40 ± 0.55, power of test as 80% and 95% confidence
interval.12 The estimated sample size came out as 71˜75 in
each group, total sample size was 150. All the male patients
of age 11 to 60 years coming for routine check-ups were
included in the study using non-probability convenience
sampling technique. Patients who were consuming smokeless
tobacco or who had systemic illness were excluded from
the study. The  informed consent was taken from all the

eligible participants before starting data collection. Baseline
information was collected from all the patients and noted
on simple pre-designed proforma. Patients were divided
into two groups on the basis of their smoking status. “Group
A” included 75 patients who had previous history of smoking
or who were currently smokers. “Group B” included 75
patients who had never smoked in their whole life.
The clinical examination was performed for each tooth and
presence of calculus was evaluated using Oral Hygiene
Index (OHI) by principal investigator. The measurement of
calculus was done by visual investigation and tactile
examination by using periodontal probe and mirror. For
each individual, one tooth was selected from each sextant
and the average OHI score is calculated. Supra-gingival
calculus present near marginal gingiva was labeled as mild
whereas supra and sub gingival calculus with gum recession
along with calculus covering more than half of tooth surface
was labeled as severe. The level of calculus deposition was
recorded for both groups i.e., smokers and non-smokers.
Data was analyzed using SPSS version 23. Mean and SD
were calculated for numeric variables and frequency and
percentage were reported for categorical variables.
Comparison between both groups for calculus deposition
was done using chi-square test. P<=0.05 was taken as
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Out of 150 patients, most of the patients were of age 41-60
years (44.7%), followed by 21-40 years (39.3%) and 11-20
years (16%) respectively. About 52 had education till
intermediate (34.7%), 43 had bachelors or master’s degree
(28.7%), 38 did matric (25.3%), 13 had primary level
education (8.7%) and only 4 were illiterate (2.7%).  Most
of the patients brush their teeth once a day (52.7%) and
27.3% patients brush their two times in a day. About 48.7%
of the patients floss their teeth occasionally and 22.7% had
never used floss . However, we did not find any statistically
significant correlation between both brushing habits among
smokers and flossing habit among smokers (p>0.05). Most
of the smokers who had severe calculus in their mouths
complained of frequent bleeding from gingiva (n=25) and
bleeding while brushing (n=12). We found their relation to
be statistically significant (p=0.001) (Fig 3). Out of 150
patients, 35% had severe calculus deposition and 65% had
mild calculus deposition. Among 75 smokers, 44% had mild
and 56% had severe calculus deposition whereas among 75
non-smokers, 86.7% had mild and 13.3% had severe calculus
deposition. Hence, the odds of smoking among patients with
severe deposition is 8.27 times higher than odds of smoking
among patients with mild calculus deposition (OR=3.5, 95%
CI=2.01-6.15). Hence, the significant effect of smoking was
observed on calculus deposition (p=0.001). (Fig 1)
For age group 11-20 years, patients who were smokers had
low frequency of severe calculus deposition. In this age
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group, statistically insignificant difference was observed
between smoking and calculus deposition (p=0.473). For
age group 21-40 years, low frequency of severe calculus
deposition was observed among smokers, whereas in age
group 41-60 years, high frequency of severe calculus was
observed among smokers. In these age groups, statistically
statistically significant difference was observed between
smoking and calculus deposition (p<0.05). (Table 1)

Figure 1: Relation of Gingival Bleeding in Smokers and Non-
smokers against calculus condition
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Table 1: Significant effect of smoking on calculus deposition with
respect to age
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Figure 2: Age wise incidence of calculus deposition among smokes

DISCUSSION
Smoking has become a significant public health issue due
to its associated morbidity and fatality which is attributed
to raise from 7 million per year to 8.3 million by 2030.8 This
research was conducted to determine the significant effect
of smoking on calculus deposition. We have included only
males (100%) in our study, the females were excluded
because it was difficult to enroll them and make them admit
that they practice cigarette smoking. Another reason of not
including females was to avoid potential bias in results due
to hormone-induced microcirculatory alterations to the
periodontal health condition.13,14 According to the results
presented in the research paper by Ho K Y et al. most of the
participants they studied (68.7%) started smoking in as early
as 13 to 18 years of their age.15 However contrary to this,
in the present study, only 32.9% of the participants who
smoked were of age less than 30 years which might be
because of the small sample of the population while high
proportion of smokers were found in age greater than 30
years (67.1%). According to the studies by  et al. and A.N.
Haas et al. higher deposition of calculus is often associated
with habit of smoking.16,17,18 because smoking reduces the
speed of response of host defenses rendering the healing
ability impaired and promoting the calculus formation via
reduced salivary flow and vasoconstriction in gingival
capillaries.19 Findings in this study indicate association of
calculus presence in mouths of smokers, with ages ranging
from 21 to 40 years and 41 to 60 years with statistical
significance of p=0.036 and p=0.001 respectively; it is also
in concordance with the aforementioned studies.15-18 Age
can be a confounding factor in increasing the severity of
calculus deposition especially among smokers.20

Woelber et al. and  demonstrated no difference in oral
hygiene of smokers vs non-smokers via oral hygiene-related
self-efficacy (OHSE) scale.21, 22 However, smoking is a risk
factor for poor periodontal disease and this study revealed
the poor oral hygiene among smokers in terms of more
participants complaining of frequent bleeding and bleeding
after brushing.22

Moreover,  flossing  has  a  positive  impact  on   reducing
 gingival  inflammation  and  level  of  plaque. The  induction
 of  chemical  mineralization  inhibitors  in  toothpastes  or
 mouthwashes  help  to  stop  the  formation  of  calculus
forming  agents  by  delaying  the  calcification  of  plaque
 which  keep  the  deposits  in  an  amorphous  non  hardened
 state  so  it  can  be  removed  with  the  help  of  brushing
 and  flossing. It  has  been  found  that  oral  hygiene
improving  habits  were  influenced  by  the  habit  of
smoking.  Non-smokers  were  more  conscious  about  the
 condition  of  their  hygiene,  non-smokers  were  more
frequently  brushing  their  teeth  and  were  more  consistent
 in  visiting  their  dentists  for  maintaining  good  oral
hygiene. Twice  a day  brushing  and  once  per  day  flossing
 is  the  recommendation  of  The  American  Dental
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Association ( ADA) in removing the microbial plaque and
to prevent gingivitis.
In the present study, age factor and less education were
associated with severe calculus deposition. Aging has been
studied in depth in periodontal epidemiology and has been
demonstrated to be associated with poorer  oral  hygiene
habits, which  could  account  for  age  related effects.23

Elderly  individuals  who  need  help  with  brushing have
higher  level  of  calculus. In  addition, it  has  been  reported
that periodontal  disease  often occurs in elderly individuals
with poor  health  activities and conditions .24

Several limitations should be considered in the results of
this study. As this  study  is  conducted  in  a  small  population
with  convenience  sampling  with  a  defined  age  range,
information  can  be  more  readily  gathered  in  a  general
health  study  and  reinforce  including  oral  health  parameters
in  such  studies. As a result of limited availability of resources
(time constraints, hesitance of some people to participate in
the survey) these findings may not be representative of the
entire population of Karachi. Other possible  confounders
such  as  attitude, lifestyle, stress  and  socio-economic
status  are  not  included  in  this  study.
The findings of this research offer a forum for potential
studies that can aid in improving oral health and hygiene.
The findings of the research would be useful for both the
general public and health decision leaders in creating
community education campaigns regarding the impact of
smoking on overall health as well as oral health. One of the
limitation, current study was small size, which makes it
difficult to infer the results on target population.
CONCLUSION:
The current study concluded that smoking has significant
effect on calculus deposition. Dental examination is an
important way  in reducing calculus deposition as continuous
visits improve the  oral hygiene and guide the individual of
treatment possibilities  and to make on time decisions which
ultimately reduces the  amount of calculus deposition. Based
on the results we can conclude that by taking smoking as a
discriminant variable it is proved that  calculus deposition
is higher in smokers as compared to non-smokers.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: There is rising world-wide burden of chronic kidney disease (CKD) with high Cardio-vascular mortality. This
research aims to study echocardiography based cardiac function with respect to CKD stages.
Study Design and Setting: This cross-sectional study was conducted at RIHS Islamabad (Jan 2021–Jan 2022) after ethical
approval.
Methodology: Total 130 adult CKD cases were included by consecutive sampling. Acute kidney injury and diagnosed/treated
cases of cardiac disease were excluded. BMI and GFR was calculated. CKD staging done by KDOQI-classification. Cardiac
impairment categorized by ECG and Echocardiography. Data analyzed by SPSS V-22 with Chi-square test.
Results: Amongst 130 CKD cases, there were 66(51%) males and 64(49%) females. Mean age was 60+13.27 years, mean
BMI was 24+4.2. Diabetes mellitus was observed in 100(76.9%), hypertension in 122(93.8%). Mean creatinine was
4.83mg/dl and mean GFR was 17.84 mL/min/1.73m2. Twenty-five(19.2%) patients were on hemodialysis. Mean cardiac
EF was 49.18%. EF was normal in 39(30%), mildly reduced in 40(30.8%), moderately reduced in 29(22.3%) and severely
reduced in 22(16.9%), diastolic dysfunction seen in 08(6.2%). Twenty-five(18.5%) cases had congestive cardiac failure;
14(56%) compensated and 11(44%) decompensated CCF. There was significant association between GFR and EF (p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Decline in cardiac function is associated with advanced CKD stages. Cardiac evaluation suggested at initial
presentation of CKD, hence diagnosing asymptomatic compensated heart failure. Study finds high burden of diabetes,
hypertension, anemia and IHD in CKD cases. GFR should be used rather than isolated creatinine in CKD. High clinical
suspicion and early intervention may lead to better outcome.
Key Words: Chronic Kidney disease, Estimated Glomerular filtration rate, Reno-cardiac Syndrome, KDOQI classification.

of cause.1 Patients with CKD frequently experience
cardiovascular and other co-morbidities.2 Global burden of
CKD is on rise with estimated prevalence 8-16%.3 A
community-based study conducted in Karachi in 2014
reported CKD prevalence of 12.5%.4 However, higher
prevalence of 29.9% observed in a south-Asian study by
Jafar et al.5

CKD is an inflammatory state with various implications,
especially on microvasculature.6 Cardio-renal axis plays
role in maintaining effective extracellular circulating volume.
Equilibrium is maintained by various mechanisms i.e.,
volume/pressure sensors, neurohormonal feedback loops,
vasoactive substances, transporters, rennin-angiotensin-
aldosterone system, endothelin’s, arginine, vasopressin &
natriuretic peptides.
Reno-cardiac syndrome (RCS) is defined as CKD leading
to progressive secondary cardiac dysfunction. including
structural abnormalities like fibrosis, left ventricular (LV)
hypertrophy or functional changes like ischemia, arrhythmia
and systolic/diastolic dysfunction. There is no single
diagnostic biomarker or imaging modality for RCS. Hence,
the most common inclusion criterion is underlying CKD or

INTRODUCTION:
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) is presence of structural
and functional kidney damage for >3 months, irrespective
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ESRD with coexisting cardiac pathology.7,8

Leading cause of mortality and morbidity across spectrum
of CKD is overwhelming cardiovascular disease having
higher risk association with microalbuminuria or reduced
GFR. Cardiovascular disease in CKD manifest in variety of
ways like atherosclerosis, arteriosclerosis, LV hypertrophy,
reduced LV contractility, impaired LV relaxation, pericardial
effusion, aortic & mitral valve disease, mitral annular
calcification, endocarditis, atrial fibrillation and ventricular
arrhythmias that may lead to sudden cardiac death.  There
is higher incidence of both ischemic and hemorrhagic events
than general population. Not surprisingly, cardiovascular
disease is also associated with cerebro-vascular manifestations
in CKD cases, including cognitive decline.
Approximately 50% mortality in end stage renal disease
(ESRD) is attributed to cardiovascular events, including
myocardial infarction, sudden cardiac death, arrythmias and
cardiomyopathy.9 The electrolyte imbalances, in particular
hyperkalemia, associated co-morbidities i.e., diabetes,
hypertension and dyslipidemia also attribute to cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality in CKD.
Data from this study will highlight importance of cardiac
evaluation in CKD cases. Hence, timely screening and
intervention for reno-cardiac syndrome may reduce the
mortality and morbidity. This may guide us regarding
protocols of cardiac evaluation in CKD and identifying high
cardiovascular risk cases that need to be evaluated and
intervened.
METHODOLOGY:
This cross-sectional study was conducted at Dept. of Medicine
and Nephrology at Rawal Institute of Health Sciences
Islamabad from 1st January 2021 to 1st January 2022. Research
was conducted after ethical approval by research and ethics
committee of RIHS (ERC# RIHS-REC/056/20).
The 130 diagnosed adult CKD patients (age>18 years) of
both the genders were included. Acute kidney injury,
previously diagnosed or treated cases of cardiac impairment
and patients with <3 months history of renal impairment
were excluded. The CKD cases were selected by consecutive
sampling and informed consent was obtained. Demographic
data, detailed history and clinical examination findings were
documented. Height and weight of the patients was recorded
and body mass index (BMI) was calculated by formula
weight(kg)/ height (m2).
The serum creatinine levels were obtained. Estimated GFR
was calculated by Modification of Diet in Renal Disease
(MDRD) formula.1 The staging of CKD was done by Kidney
Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative (KDOQI) classification
by national Kidney Foundation.2 Patients were categorized
into CKD stage 1 – 5.
The cardiac evaluation was done on the basis of history,
clinical examination, electrocardiography (ECG) and

Echocardiography. The degree of cardiac impairment was
categorized. Ischemic heart disease was labelled on the basis
of history along with ECG, ETT or angiography findings in
individual cases.
Data was entered on a specially designed proforma and
analyzed by SPSS V-22. Frequencies and percentages were
calculated for qualitative variables (i.e., gender, CKD stage);
mean and standard deviation were calculated for quantitative
variables (age, creatinine, BMI, GFR and cardiac ejection
fraction). Chi-square test applied as a test of significance to
study the association of eGFR with cardiac ejection fraction.
P-value <0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
Data presented as tables and bar graphs.
RESULTS:
Amongst 130 chronic kidney disease cases included in this
study, there were 66(51%) males and 64(49%) females.
Mean age was 60±13.27 years with a range of 30-87 years.
Mean BMI was 24±4.2. Mean monthly income was
25,769±11,676 (10,000-60,000) rupees. Twenty (15.4%)
cases were employed, 04(3.1%) were retired and 106(81.5%)
were un-employed (table 1).
The most common co-morbid condition observed was
hypertension i.e., 122(93.8%), ischemic heart disease in
106(81.5%), diabetes mellitus type 2 in 100(76.9%),
congestive cardiac failure in 24(18.5%), Hepatitis C in
13(10%), Hepatitis B and HIV in none of the cases (fig 1).
Various laboratory parameters including mean hemoglobin,
renal function tests and electrolytes are presented in Table
1. Mean creatinine level was 4.83±3.53 mg/dl (range 1.2-
16) and mean urea was 123.87±66.57 mg/dl (range 39-364).
The mean Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was 17.84±11.33
(2.85-45.18). Total 25(19.2%) patients were receiving the
hemodialysis therapy. According to stage of CKD, 73(56.2%)
cases were in CKD stage 5, 32(24.6%) cases in CKD stage
4, 22(16.9%) in CKD stage 3 and 03(2.3%) in stage 2.
However, we didn’t have any patient in CKD stage 1 (table
2).
The mean ejection fraction (EF) of the heart in CKD cases
based on echocardiography was 49.18+12.54 % (range 25-
65). EF was found to be normal in 39(30%) CKD cases,
mildly reduced in 40(30.8%), moderately reduced in
29(22.3%) and severely reduced in 22(16.9%) CKD cases
(table 2). Diastolic dysfunction was found in 08(6.2%) CKD
patients.
Total 25(18.5%) cases of CKD were diagnosed to have
congestive cardiac failure on the basis of history, clinical
examination and investigations. Amongst these, 14(56%)
cases had compensated CCF and 11(44%) had
decompensated CCF. There was significant association
between glomerular filtration rate and ejection fraction of
the heart (p<0.0001).
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DISCUSSION:
This study finds significant association between left
ventricular systolic ejection fraction (LVEF) and the estimated
glomerular filtration rate (eGFR). The mean age of the study
participants was sixty years with a range of youngest patient
of thirty years age and eldest patient eighty-seven years old.
Majority of the patients were above fifty years, reflecting
the age-related distribution of CKD. Younger patients may
develop CKD secondary to congenital hypoplastic kidneys,
obstructive uropathy, glomerulonephritis, etc. Certain co-
morbid conditions like diabetes, hypertension, pre-renal and
post-renal etiologies also lead to CKD.12

The body mass index (BMI) was calculated with aim to
calculate the eGFR. The mean BMI was twenty-four. Very
few CKD cases were overweight or obese. This may be
explained by contributory factors like anorexia, ill health,
gastro-intestinal malabsorption from gut, loss of muscle
mass and wasting in CKD cases.13 The quality of life needs
to be improved by appropriate dietary advise to maintain
an appropriate weight in CKD cases. The dietary restrictions
and electrolyte abnormalities to be kept in mind while
individualizing the diet and caloric intake.14

Ten percent of the cases were hepatitis C positive, while
none was Hepatitis B positive. The active immunization has
contributed to the decline in hepatitis B in our patients.
Hepatitis-B immunization is recommended in CKD cases
in view of repeated intravenous samplings, intravenous
medications and hemodialysis. As these factors increase the
risk of exposure to hepatitis B, Hepatitis C and HIV.
Diabetes mellitus has been a predominant contributory factor
for CKD in our region. Diabetic nephropathy has been a
frequently observed microvascular complication of diabetes.
The point to be focused is that with good glycemic control
and other preventive measures, the diabetic nephropathy
can be avoided or delayed.15 Approximately seventy seven
percent of our cases had diabetes mellitus. This reflects the
contribution of diabetes to CKD.
More than ninety percent of our cases were hypertensive.
Hypertension and CKD may have varied temporal

Range
30-87

10,000-60,000
5-5.8
40-98

17.08-37.55
90-180
60-110

5.9-14.0
60-93

39-364
1.2-16
19-142
2.3 -7.5

7.0 – 10.1
2.5-9.4

2.85-45.18
25-65

Mean + SD (n=130)
60.2 ± 13.27

25,769 ± 11,676
5.53 ± 0.247

65.18 ± 12.51
24.27 ± 4.27

137.05 ± 20.15
83.42 ± 12.49

10.0 ± 1.65
81.28 ± 6.25

123.87 ± 66.57
4.83 ± 3.53
131.57 + 15
4.66 + 0.82
8.84 + 0.72
5.03 + 1.36

17.84 + 11.33
49.18 + 12.54

Variables
Age (years)
Monthly income (Rs)
Height (feet)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)
BP systolic (mmHg)
BP diastolic (mmHg)

Hemoglobin (gm/dl)
MCV (fl)
Urea
Creatinine
Sodium
Potassium
Calcium
Phosphorus

GFR
Ejection fraction (%)
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y 
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Table 1: Presenting the demographic variables, anthropometric
measurements, electrolytes, renal and cardiac functions (n=130)
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00
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0.035

CKD
Stage

Normal
(>55%)
n=39

Mildly
reduced

(41-55% EF)
n=40

Moderately
reduced

(30-40% EF)
n=29

Severely
reduced

(<30% EF)
n=22

P-
value

Table 2: Presenting the Ejection fraction grades in various CKD
stages (n=13)

Test of significance Chi-square test; significant p<0.05

Variable

Glomerular Filtration rate
Ejection Fraction (%)

Mean ± SD
(n=130)

17.84 ± 11.33
49.18 ± 12.54

Range

2.85-49.18
25-65

P-value

<0.0001

Table 3: Presenting the mean GFR and the mean Ejection fraction
in CKD cases (n=130)

Test of significance Chi-square test; p<0.05 significant

Figure 1: Pie Chart presenting the co-morbid conditions in chronic
kidney disease cases (n=130).
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Figure 2: Bar graph presenting various symptoms and signs observed
in CKD cases (n=130).
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timely intervention may help preserving the cardiac function,
hence avoiding the cardiovascular events in CKD cases.
Another interpretation in this study was that amongst cases
of heart failure, more than half had compensated heart failure.
These cases might not be having overt or obvious symptoms
of heart failure and hence their diagnosis of heart failure
may be missed. The benefit of diagnosing heart failure will
be initiation of preventive therapy for cardiac failure. This
may prevent or delay the decline in cardiac function and
avoid the cardiac decompensation, acute cardiac events or
overt failure.
Certain limitations of the study include sampling technique
and inability to perform certain advanced investigations due
to financial constraints e.g., basal natriuretic peptides (BNP),
cardiac catheterization. Also, we were unable to induct more
CKD cases in stage 1 and 2. Hence, results of this study
should be interpreted carefully with reference to early stages
of CKD. Authors recommend further regional studies with
improved sample size and in-depth cardiac evaluation in
CKD cases.
CONCLUSION:
The decline in cardiac function is found to be associated
with advanced stages of CKD. All the CKD cases are
recommended to undergo cardiac evaluation at initial
diagnosis and then accordingly at regular intervals. There
is high burden of co-morbid conditions particularly diabetes,
hypertension, anemia and ischemic heart disease in CKD
cases from this region. GFR should be used to estimate the
renal functions in CKD cases rather than isolated creatinine
levels to avoid errors in the renal function estimation. It is
important to diagnose the patients in compensated heart
failure and without overt symptoms. This needs high clinical
suspicion, supported by investigations. Early intervention
may lead to better outcome and reduce the morbidity and
mortality.

association. The hypertension and CKD bear an overlapping
cause and effect relationship. Certain cases have hypertensive
renal disease leading to CKD. On the other hand, some cases
develop hypertension as a consequence of CKD.16 In either
of these situations’ early diagnosis and appropriate
management of hypertension delays the onset or progression
of the CKD. Despite the history of hypertension, most of
our patients had therapeutically optimized blood pressures.
Renal anemia is one the most frequent complication of CKD.
It involves the decreased endogenous erythropoietin. Most
of the study subjects had normochromic normocytic anemia.
The KDIGO guidelines state that hemoglobin levels in CKD
cases shouldn’t be raised above 13gm/dl and the
erythropoietin therapy is recommended at hemoglobin < 10
gm/dl, with target hemoglobin 10-11.5 gm/dl.17

The gold standard for determining renal functions is GFR.18

Certain formulas are used worldwide to estimate renal
functions including the Cockcroft-Gault formula to estimate
the creatinine clearance (CrCl) and, the Modification of Diet
in Renal Disease (MDRD) to estimate the glomerular filtration
rate (e-GFR).10 As per the Staging of CKD according to
estimated GFR, more than half of our patients were in CKD
stage 5 and almost 1/4th in CKD stage 4. We had fewer cases
in CKD stage 3 and only three cases in CKD stage 2. The
reason may be delay in approach or referral to tertiary
healthcare or nephrology. Many patients are referred when
the creatinine is already markedly deranged. Hence, authors
take the opportunity to convey message from this research
that GFR should be calculated for each case of CKD. GFR
should be used as basis to evaluate renal function rather
than isolated creatinine levels as isolated creatinine may
overestimate the renal functions.
While comparing the CKD stages with the cardiac function
based on echocardiography-based ejection fraction, we found
that more than half of the CKD stage 5 cases had reduced
EF. Similarly, reduced EF was found in 3/4th of CKD 4, half
of CKD 3 and 1/3rd of CKD 2 cases. There was significant
association between the GFR based CKD stage and decline
in ejection fraction of heart. Among all cases, thirty percent
were found to have preserved ejection fraction vs. seventy
percent had reduced ejection fraction. This figure is
comparatively higher as compared to Karachi based study
by Jameel et al that found low ejection fraction in 31%
hemodialysis cases.19

The concept is of heart failure with preserved ejection
fraction also needs to be discussed. The study conducted by
Mavrakanas et al found higher risk of admission in CKD
cases having heart failure with preserved ejection fraction
(i.e., EF>50%).20 Hence, this strengthens the recommendation
to screen all CKD cases for cardiac dysfunction. This can
be done by clinical examination  supported by ECG and
echocardiography; particularly in CKD stage 3 and above.
The earlier stages of CKD should also be monitored as
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ABSTRACT:
Objective: It has been observed that non-invasive ventilation used in premature with Respiratory distress syndrome and
notably decrease level of partial pressure of carbon-dioxide (PaCO2) level in blood. The primary goal of this study was to
assess the effect of non-invasive ventilation in decreasing the level of partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO2) level and
supplementary oxygen need in premature neonates with RDS.
Study Design and Settings: This randomized controlled trial was done in Jan 2021 till August 2021 at PNS SHIFA Karachi.
Methodology: Neonates with gestational age (GA <34 wk) with RDS at birth were randomly assigned to nasal intermittent
positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV) and nasal high frequency oscillatory ventilation (NHFOV) for respiratory support
after giving surfactant .Twenty three preterm babies were included in each group .Level of partial pressure of carbon dioxide
at 2hrs and 24hrs of non-invasive ventilation and supplementary oxygen need was evaluated.
Results: Non-invasive ventilation was found to reduce the PaCO2 level (p= .01), NIPPV (43.06±13.74) vs. (33.63±19.99)
in NHFOV at 2hrs and 24hrs NIPPV (19.89±7.18) vs. NHFOV (14.04±8.39).Value of pH was also significant in two groups
with optimal mean airway pressure. Supplementary oxygen period were also reduced in NHFOV than NIPPV group (35.7%
vs. 64.3%).
Conclusion: NHFOV was a beneficial mode in maintaining level of pH, PaCO2 level and reducing need of supplementary
oxygen in preterm babies with RDS.
Keywords: Intermittent Positive-Pressure Ventilation, Respiratory distress syndrome, high-frequency ventilation

volutrauma, chronic lung disease, pneumothorax and
bronchopulmunary dysplasia and other morbidity in
premature neonates. This has been shown many times, that
chronic lung injury can be decreased by reducing time of
invasive ventilation. New mode of non–invasive respiratory
modes nasal High Frequency Oscillatory Ventilation
(NHFOV), Nasal Intermittent Positive Pressure Ventilation
(NIPPV), nasal continuous positive airway pressure
(NCPAP), are undergoing at present in China to see the
trends of respiratory support.3 A survey has been conducted
in European countries which showed that 17% use of nasal
HFOV in contrast to NCPAP, in less than 1500 gms premature
neonates when nasal CPAP was failed, but it needs time to
accept this new strategy.4

Nasal High Frequency Oscillatory Ventilation (NHFOV) is
superior to other non-invasive ventilation technique in
preventing respiratory failure in premature in previous two
retrospective studies.5 Nasal intermittent positive pressure
ventilation enhances continuous positive airway pressure
along with additional lung inflation at preset peek pressure
(15-22 cmH2o), that improves tidal and minute volume with
reduced inspiration capacity ,to maintain thoracic wall
movement in newborns for better lung compliance.6

INTRODUCTION:
In neonates transition of pulmonary mechanism just after
birth leads to respiratory distress in 7% of preterm babies.1

There are many causes of respiratory distress, surfactant
deficiency is one of the commonest cause of Respiratory
distress syndrome among preterm neonates. The immaturity
of lungs causes respiratory failure, that leads to decrease in
the partial  pressure of oxygen (PaO2) with increment in the
partial pressure of carbon-dioxide (PaCO2).2 The in-
sufficiency of lungs cause various morbidities as well as
mortality in premature neonates. Mechanical ventilation is
the novel respiratory strategy in providing respiratory support.
Prolonged use of invasive mechanical ventilation is associated
with various ventilator induced complications like
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Nasal High Frequency Oscillatory Ventilation does not need
synchronization and increases rate of carbon-dioxide
clearance. There are two justifications for nasal high
frequency oscillatory ventilation (NHFOV) in clearance of
carbon-dioxide level. The combined features of invasive
high frequency oscillations with add-on nasal CPAP is
effective in improving lung ventilation by low air trapping
in lungs ,even at high pressure and adequate glottis expansion
through continuous oscillation, that cause increase  CO2

removal from the lungs.7 In addition ,laryngeal constriction
and distention in abdomen is limited that assists in aeration
of lung.8 On the other end, nasal CPAP is not effective in
reducing CO2 successfully due to ineffective oscillation.9

Few studies have been done using nasal HFOV and NIPPV
mode as a primary respiratory mode. This is the first study
to our knowledge that is done in Pakistan using this respiratory
support as primarily in neonates .The main objective of this
study was to assess the efficacy of non-invasive ventilation
as a primary respiratory support, in decreasing the level of
partial pressure of carbon-dioxide level (PaCO2) and need
of supplementary oxygen ,in premature neonates with
respiratory distress syndrome. Our hypothesis was nasal
high frequency ventilation will be effective in reducing level
of PaCO2 level and decreasing the need of supplementary
oxygen.
METHODOLOGY:
A randomized controlled trial was done from March 2021
to Aug 2021 at neonatal unit PNS SHIFA Hospital Karachi.
According to Helsinki Declaration, Consent from Ethical
review committee was taken (ERC/2021/PED/52), informed
consent and permission for publication was taken from
parents. Neonates with GA less than 34 wk with clinical
signs of respiratory distress syndrome as tachypnea, grunting
and nasal flaring were enrolled. Neonates with any pulmonary
leak, congenital pneumonia, congenital cardiac defect,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, congenital diaphragmatic
hernia, intraventricular bleed, and pulmonary hemorrhage
were not enrolled. Open Epi Version 3 software was used
for sample size, at 95% confidence interval with 5% margin
error. By taking reference study,10 sample size was taken 23
in each group (NHFOV vs. NIPPV) with total of 46.Neonates
with clinical signs of respiratory distress syndrome at birth
were randomly given NHFOV and NIPPV with sealed
opaque envelopes. Nasal high frequency oscillation (MEDIN
Germany) given by nasal mask as per size of nares, settings
were frequency 8 (range 8-10) and amplitude 7 (7-10) MAP
6cmH2O (6-10),non-invasive positive pressure ventilation
(CNO-MEDIN Germany) PEEP 6,PIP 15, Rate 45 (40-
50),IT 0.40 sec, FiO2 was maintained to keep SpO2 90-94%
>30wk and 89-93% <30wk.11 Neonates were given injection
Curocef with dose of 2.5 ml per kg with INSURE method
followed by second dose of 1.5ml per kg if FiO2 >40% to
keep SpO2 90-94% in >30 wk and 89-93% in <30 wk before
allocation of respiratory support. Patients were weaned off

from respiratory support once fiO2 < 0.25%, MAP < 6 and
no sign of respiratory distress. Injection Caffeine 20 mg/ kg
loading followed by 10 mg/kg once a day, was given for
preterm babies with apnea. Neonates were immediately kept
on mechanical ventilator, if hypoxia with severe respiratory
distress develop, respiratory acidosis PaCO2 >65 and pH
<7.2, apnea with bradycardia and need of cardiopulmonary
resuscitation12,13.
Patient’s general characteristics were recorded in a structured
Performa by researcher that included, birth weight, gestational
age, gender, mode of delivery, antenatal corticosteroid,
premature rupture of membrane, signs of RDS.
Primary outcome were decreased level of PaCO2 after 2 hrs
and at 24 hrs were checked by (taking capillary blood sample)
arterial blood gas machine portable at incubator side. Period
of non-invasive ventilation and need of supplementary
oxygen in two group’s nasal HFOV and NIPPV in preterm
with RDS during the admission stay of hospital.
Data analysis was done by SPSS version 19 .Student’s t-
test was applied for continuous data. Chi-squared test was
applied for comparison of proportions, student’s t-test for
continuous data and Fisher’s exact test for categorical data.
P< 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
RESULTS:
46 neonates (23 in each group) were enrolled in March 2021
to August 2021 and randomly divided to nasal HFOV and
NIPPV group. There was no difference found in the general
characteristics of neonates in two groups .The mean
Gestational age in weeks (nasal HFOV 29.96±2.38vs
NIPPV 43.58±61.03),weight  in grams (nasal HFOV
1347±458  vs. NIPPV 1672±534) , male / female ratio (
NHFOV  13/11  vs.   NIPPV 16 /8), delivered via LSCS
nasal HFOV (42.1%) and NIPPV (57.9%) and antenatal
corticosteroids were given to (NHFOV 51.1%
vs.NIPPV48.9%).Value of pH was stable in NHFOV group
(p=.04) at 2 hours and (p=.02) at 24 hours.PaCO2 and HCO3

was decreased significantly in nasal HFOV than NIPPV
group as shown in Table 1.Whereas need of supplementary
oxygen in NHFOV was (p=.01) as shown in Fig 1.No
difference was found in period of non-invasive ventilation
. Mean airway pressure (nasal HFOV 5.72± 0.17 & NIPPV
5.71 ± 0.26 p = 0.44).

Table 1:  Outcome Variables
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p-value

.063

.020

.013

.013

NIPPV(n=23)

43.06±13.74
19.82±4.04

19.89±7.18
19.89±7.18

NHFOV(n=23)

33.63±19.99
15.41±8.02

14.04±8.39
14.04±8.39

Variables
At 2hours
PaCO2

HCO3
At 24 hours
PaCO2

HCO3



(43.06±13.74) after two hours.
Mean airway pressure was remain constant in ( nasal HFOV
5.72±0.17 vs. 5.71±0.26  NIPPV ) in two groups of our
study, in contrast (10.9 ± 2.06) to other previous studies22.Our
study did not show any major difference in the duration of
non-invasive ventilation among preterm neonates, however
oxygen supplementation was significantly low in nasal
HFOV  35.7% than NIPPV 64.3% ,(p= .019).In contrast to
NCPAP ,Malakianet al ,was  shown contrast difference in
duration of non-invasive ventilation in nasal HFOV (p=0.01)
among 28 wk till 34 wk GA neonates,23 whereas no difference
in need of mechanical ventilation .Li Y et al stated that nasal
HFOV was seen effective in decreasing non-invasive
ventilation period, in preterm with GA <34 wk  as an
extubation respiratory support.24 Zhu et al also studied the
same GA 28WK-34wk as we did in our study ,for nasal
HFOV and NCPAP as an initial respiratory support
,mechanical ventilation need was( p<0.01),hence period of
non-invasive ventilation was not elicted.10 It was seen in
our study that oxygen supplementation was significantly
decreased in nasal HFOV 35.7% than NIPPV 64.3%.
Whereasa comparative study by Dursan 2019, using NIPPV
vs. nasal CPAP ,didn’t show any change in period of oxygen
supplements  but difference in endotracheal   intubation
need (p<0.05) in 24wk-32wk neonates.25

Nasal HFOV has been used as primordial non invasive
respiratory support that was found to reduce the invasive
mechanical ventilation need in premature neonate .It has
been noted that nasal high frequency ventilation was used
as an extubation mode in previous retrospective studies.
Whereas in our study nasal high frequency oscillatory
ventilation was used as a primary respiratory support in
preterm neonates, very few studies in the past use this nasal
HFOV as primary respiratory mode. Hence nasal high
frequency ventilation was found to be effective respiratory
derive in elimination PaCO2, decreasing need of prolong
ventilation add on shortening of supplementary oxygen
support, besides period of non-invasive ventilation was not
found significant in two groups of our study. A beneficial
effect of decrease need of oxygen supplements in our study
35.7% as compared to NIPPV 64.3%, that prevent
development of  bronchopulmunary dysplasia in GA 27-
34wk. High frequency ventilation has many aspects that are
under observation. In this study we used nasal mask as an
interface to deliver nasal HFOV which had been studied in
past, but in our study it was effective in reducing PaCO2

and supplementary oxygen requirement.
CONCLUSION:
Nasal high frequency oscillatory ventilation was significantly
effective in reducing PaCO2 level and supplementary oxygen
demand among preterm with respiratory distress syndrome,
that prevents an untoward effects of prolong mechanical
ventilation.

Figure 1: Period of Oxygen Supplimentation

DISCUSSION:
Nasal high frequency ventilation was found to be effective
in reducing need of invasive mechanical ventilation.14 Nasal
high frequency ventilation was a new respiratory strategy
in eliminating CO2.In a retrospective study by Mukerji,
showed that nasal HFOV used as an extubation mode in
contrast to nasal CPAP in eliminating carbon-dioxide level,
decrease apnea episodes, bradycardia and desaturation.15

Where as, in a randomized crossover trial by Rüegger et al,
carbon-dioxide level was not maintained besides premature
neonates were given nasal HFOV at 4 hours after giving
surfactant.16

We applied nasal high frequency oscillatory ventilation as
a primary respiratory support, via nasal mask as interface.
Our study showed, significant decline in PaCO2 level  in
nasal HFOV (33.63±19.99) vs. NIPPV (43.06±13.74) after
two hours and at 24 hours (14.04±8.39) vs. NIPPV
(19.89±7.18), (p =.01) in neonates  with GA  27 wk - 34 wk
with respiratory distress syndrome. This pattern of lowering
CO2 ( 46.6 ± 7.5 mmHg ) on non-invasive high frequency
ventilation was also noted in 206 neonates with GA <37wk
with RDS after extubation at 6 hours and reduced need of
re-intubation ,in a randomized controlled trial by Chen L in
2019.17 Similar to our study ,Bottino R et al in randomized
controlled trial 2018 ,studied that neonates with GA 26.4 ±
1.8 wk and birth weight 921 ± 177 gms , there was decreased
partial pressure of carbon-dioxide (PaCO2)  in nasal HFOV
(49.6 ± 8.7 vs. 56.9 ± 9.9) than nasal CPAP.18

In contrast to our study,Colaizy19also found reduced level
of carbon-dioxide to 45 torr from 50 torr (p=.01) after 2
hours of nasal HFOV in relative similar gestational age of
26-30 wk neonates .Value of pH was also increased 7.40
after two hours of nasal HFOV. In another randomized
controlled trial by Wu HL was conducted in 2021 in which
infant with cardiac defects at birth ,had low threshold for
post extubation  respiratory failure  post operatively ,as nasal
HFOV  was contrast reduced PaCO2  in next 12 hours (43.6
± 7.3 mmHg, p = 0.05)20, a similar pattern as in our study
.In comparison to our study, Danial did not find any difference
in elimination of carbon-dioxide level at 4 hours of nasal
high frequency oscillatory ventilation than NCPAP in 27 ±2
wk premature neonates,21 whereas we have found decreased
PaCO2 level  in nasal HFOV (33.63±19.99) vs. NIPPV

NIPPV

NHFOV

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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ABSTRACT:
Objectives: To assess optic nerve changes in patients receiving anti-tuberculosis drugs and to assess optic nerve changes
at different time intervals of therapy.
Study design and settings: Descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted from August 2021 to November 2021 in
Madinah Teaching Hospital, Faisalabad.
Methodology: 200 eyes of 100 patients receiving anti-tuberculosis therapy since 2-month, 4-month, 6 month and 8 months
were taken. Patients did not have any systemic disease other than Tuberculosis. Indirect Ophthalmoscopy was performed
to assess changes in fundus and optic nerve head. Optical Coherence Tomography was performed for assessment of retinal
nerve fiber layer thickness and cup to disc ratio. Data was analysed by using descriptive statistics and chi-square test with
SPSS version 20.
Results: In 2 months there was 16(66.66%) normal fundus, 8(33.33%) glaucomatous optic disc cupping. In 4 months, there
was 12(15.38%) normal fundus, 16(20%) optic atrophy, 16(20%) optic neuropathy, 4.00(5%) optic neuritis and 30(38%)
glaucomatous optic disc cupping. In 6 months, there was 7(21%) normal fundus, 4(12.5%) optic atrophy and 21(50%) optic
neuropathy. In 8 months, there was 24(36%) optic atrophy, 34(51.5%) optic neuropathy, 4(6%) optic neuritis and 4(6%)
Glaucomatous optic dis cupping (P 0.00). Result of this study also shows that retinal nerve fiber layer thickness is normal
in 83(41.5%), increase in 4(2.0%) and decrease in 113(56.5%).
Conclusions: This study concluded that anti-tuberculosis drugs responsible for optic nerve changes and severity of optic
nerve changes increase when duration of therapy increases.
Key words: Ethambutol, Isoniazid, Optic Neuropathy, Optic Nerve, Tuberculosis

INTRODUCTION:
Tuberculosis is a contagious infection that is caused by
"mycobacterium tuberculosis" and spreads from one person
to another through an air droplet and person just needs to
inhale a few germs to be infected. It is a chronic disease and
can be curable and preventable. It can involve more than
one part of the body such as the brain, intestine, spine or
kidney. 1 It is the first infectious disease declared as a global
health emergency by the World Health Organization. In
developing countries tuberculosis is the leading cause of
mortality and morbidity. Tuberculosis most commonly occurs
in the poorest section of the community. It most frequently
occurs among people living in crowded areas, poor hygienic
condition, poor ventilation and poor nutrition may lead to
alteration of the immune system which increases the risk of
transmission of disease. WHO estimated globally 10 million
cases of tuberculosis in 2019. Tuberculosis kills 1.4 million
people which make it the second leading cause of death as
compared to the HIV and AIDS. 2 In the world Pakistan has
fifth highest tuberculosis prevalence. 3

Tuberculosis most commonly occurs in the poorest section
of the community and it has a well-recognized association
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between tuberculosis and poverty. 4 Chemotherapy for
tuberculosis was discovered in the 1940s and in the 1980s
standardized short courses were adopted for its treatment.
It is assumed that it was diminished worldwide but the
decline was not observed in developing countries. The
implementation of (DOTS) Directly-Observed Therapy has
been an advancement in the treatment of tuberculosis. 1

Tuberculosis is treated with first line drugs’ including
ethambutol isoniazid, rifampin and pyrazinamide and
streptomycin. 5 It is difficult for the patient to stick with the
treatment in case of long-term therapy, if treatment is
discontinued during this time patients do not cure from the
disease and they develop drug resistance. WHO endorsed
the DOT. There are four drugs that are likely to be efficacious
to compose the regimen; out of these at least two are core
drugs while the other two are compensation drugs.6

The role of core drugs is that in any of its metabolic phase
it has the capability to kill mycobacterium tuberculosis while
the role of companion drug is that it supports the core drug.
The core and the companion drug maintain the entire duration
of treatment as one of the core drugs has fine bacteriostatic
activity while the other drug should have good sterilizing
activity. The drug that has bactericidal activity minimizes
the bulk of rapidly growing bacteria, avoid disease
progression and decrease infection.6 In the chemotherapy
of tuberculosis ethambutol play an important role although
it has various side effects including blur vision, headache
dizziness, nausea, breathlessness, swelling of face, numbness
and tingling of fingers and toe, rashes, loss of appetite,
vomiting and stomach pain. Anti-tuberculosis drugs have
adverse effects on visual functions including decreased
visual acuity, blur vision, scotomas and reduced ability to
detect green and red color. Color vision defect are the initial
sign of ocular changes. Even color vision is affected before
visual field and visual acuity. 7 Isoniazid has been a key
treatment drug since 1952. It has adverse reactions, are
hepatotoxicity and neurotoxicity. 8 Optic disc swelling is
associated with isoniazid toxicity. Optic nerve is composed
of the retina ganglion cells axons. They're distributed in an
organized pattern. It is the only tract of the body that is
clinically visible and has a cranial cavity. The retina of the
eye is the thin layer of tissue continuous posteriorly with
the optic nerve. There are approximately 1.2 million ganglion
cells per retina and approximately 4-6 cones and 100 rods
per ganglion cell. 9

Pupillary abnormalities are observed in patient receiving
antituberculosis drugs. Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope
is an instrument and it is clinically applicable for the diagnosis
and early intervention. With it structure that are lying in the
innermost of the globe is visible including retina, optic disc,
macula, retinal blood vessels, optic nerve head. 10 Optical
coherence tomography (OCT) is an instrument used to see
the retina; it is a non-invasive method used to measure the
thickness of retinal nerve fiber layer. It provides the cross-

sectional view of the retina along with the axial resolution
of 8 to 10 micrometer. OCT can identify and measure the
loss of retinal nerve fiber layer and measure the changes in
thickness of retinal nerve fiber layer. Hence, clinically
identifies optic nerve changes in patients and describes
ocular changes in early stages caused by the anti-tuberculosis
drug which was not visible with the ophthalmoscope. OCT
provides two dimensional images of retinal layers by optical
scattering.  It is used in the detection of a variety of disease.
OCT directly corresponds to the histological findings. 11 The
rationale of the study is to rule out optic nerve changes
during anti-tuberculosis treatment and to educate the
community to undergo timely screening while receiving
anti-tuberculosis therapy to avoid preventable blindness.
METHODOLOGY:
A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted from
August 2021 to November 2021 in a Medina Teaching
Hospital, Faisalabad in which outpatients referred to eye
OPD and receiving anti tuberculosis drugs were selected
through a non-Probability purposive sampling technique.
The research was approved by institutional ethical review
board of The University of Faisalabad (TUF/IRB/005/2021).
Sample size was calculated from WHO calculator by taking
95% confidence interval and 5% margin of error. The sample
size was determined by WHO formula was 200. A total of
100 with 200 eyes of patients, ranging from 16 to 55 years
of age were selected. Tuberculosis patients had been already
receiving anti tuberculosis treatment since 2-month, 4-month,
6 month and 8 months were included. Patients with ocular
pathologies like diabetic retinopathy, hypertensive
retinopathy, glaucoma due to another ocular diseases e.g.,
myopia, systemic diseases other than tuberculosis like
migraine, arthritis, multiple sclerosis and taking any systemic
medication other than anti-tuberculosis drug were excluded
from this study.
After taking written and informed consent, all patients
underwent detailed clinical history, examination and
investigations. Torch light examination was performed to
assess the relative afferent pupillary defect. 12, 13 It is a
condition in which when light is shown to the pupil of both
eyes then both pupil does not show equal response. Patients
seated comfortably and examiner stood at arms length then
light was shown at one eye and pupil response was noted
and at the same time light was swing to the other eye and
response of the other eye was noted. It was noticed that if
the both pupil shows equal response or different. Pupils
respond differently to light stimuli shown in one eye at a
time showed patients had unilateral relative afferent pupillary
defect. Relative afferent pupillary defect clearly showed
that patient had any defect in optic nerve and light is unable
to pass up to occipital lobe safely. Binocular Indirect
ophthalmoscopy (MSL model number MSL25C) was
performed to assess changes in fundus and optic nerve head.
Optic disc and blood vessels of fundus were also assessed.
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Indirect ophthalmoscopy was also necessary to check any
papillary oedema any change in fundus colour and swelling
of the optic disc. Optical Coherence Tomography (NIDEK)
was performed for assessment of optic nerve fibers. Optical
Coherence Tomography was performed to check the thickness
of retinal nerve fiber layer and to access the cup to disc
ratio. To perform Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT),
the patient was seated comfortably in front of OCT machine,
the head rested on head rest to keep it motionless. The patient
was simply looked into the lens of device at small, blinking
target; the equipment quickly scaned the eye. After that
interpretation was performed and diagnosis was made. After
the collection of data descriptive statistics and chi-square
test was used with P <0.05 was considered and used IBM
SPSS-20 version to get a statistical result.
RESULTS:
The total of 200 eyes of 100 patients was included. The
study showed that 100(50%) were male and 100(50 %) were
females with mean age 32.93. Out of 200 eyes of 100
patients, there was 44(17.5%) normal fundus. There was
increased frequency of optic neuropathy during anti-
tuberculosis therapy as described in Figure 1. The result of
this study also shows that relative afferent pupillary defect
was positive in 131(65.5%) and negative in 69(34.5%), optic
disc color was pinkish orange in 57(28.5%), grey in
37(18.5%) and pale in 106(53%), optic disc shape was oval
in 39(19.5 %), horizontally oval in 40(20 %) and round in
121(60.5%), arterial and venous changes  shows  normal
arteries and veins in 83(41.5%), thick in 4(2.0% ) and thin
in 113(56.5% ), optic disc edema is present in 48(24%) and
absent in 152(76.0%) patients taking anti tuberculosis drugs.
Assessment of optic nerve changes with different age group
was done. 55 patients were assessed having age range of

16-23 in which 11(20%) had normal fundus, 16(29%) had
optic atrophy, 8(14%) had optic neuropathy, 8(14%) had
optic neuritis, and 12(21%) had glaucomatous optic disc
cupping. 43 patients were assessed having age range of 24-
31 in which 23(53%) had normal fundus, 12(27%) had optic
neuropathy and 8(18%) had glaucomatous optic disc cupping.
44 patients were assessed having age range of 32-39 in
which 14(31%) had optic atrophy, 20(45%) had optic
neuropathy and 10(22%) had glaucomatous optic disc
cupping. 43 patients were assessed having age range of 40-
47 in which 8(18%) had optic atrophy, 20(46%) had optic
neuropathy and 10(23%) had glaucomatous optic disc
cupping. 15 patients were assessed having age range of 48-
55 in which 1(6%) had normal fundus, 6(40%) had optic
atrophy, 6(40%) had optic neuropathy, and 2(13%) had
glaucomatous optic disc cupping. The result of this study
shows, as age increase severity of optic nerve changes also
increase with p<0.05 (0.00).

Duration of therapy

2 months

4 months

6 months

8 months

Normal

20(83.33 %)

38(48.71%)

11(34.37%)

14(21.21%)

Increase

0

4(5.12%)

0

0

Decrease

4(16.66 %)

36(46.15%)

21(65.62%)

52(78.78%)

P. value

0.000

Table 2: Assessment of retinal nerve fiber layer thickness with the duration of
anti-tuberculosis therapy N=200

Figure 1: Frequency of optic nerve changes in subjects receiving
anti-tuberculosis drug
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P-value

2 months
4 months
6 months
8 months

Duration of
therapy

16 (66.6%)
12 (15.38%)

7 (21%)
0

Normal fundus

8 (33.33%)
30 (38%)

0
4 (6%)

Glaucomatous optic
dis cupping

0
4 (5%)

0
4 (6%)

Optic neuritis

0
16 (20%)
21 (50%)

34 (51.5%)

Optic neuropathy

0
16 (20%)
4 (12.5%)
24 (36%)

Optic atrophy

Table 1: Assessment of optic nerve changes with duration of anti-tuberculosis drugs N=200
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Comparison of frequency of optic nerve changes with
different time intervals of therapy. The result of this study
show, as duration increase severity of optic nerve changes
also increase with p<0.05 as described in Table 1.
For assessment of retinal nerve fiber layer thickness, out of
200 eyes of 100 subjects, the retinal nerve fiber layer
thickness was normal in 41.5% (83), increase in 2% (4) and
decrease in 56.6% (113).
We compare retinal nerve fiber layer thickness with different
time interval of therapy. Results showed that as duration of
anti-tuberculosis drugs increases there is decrease in retinal
nerve fiber layer thickness with p< 0.05 i.e. (0.00) as
described in Table 2.
DISCUSSION:
In this study we assess the optic nerve changes due to anti-
tuberculosis drugs. Analysis of the optic disc in current study
found 19.5% oval, 20.0% horizontally oval and 60.5% round
in shape. Arties and veins changes were found 41.5% normal
arteries and veins, 2.0% thick arties and veins and 56.5%
thin arteries and veins. Optic disc swelling was also observed
in 24.0% eyes. Present study also examined Cup to disc
ratio. A large number 21% of subjects have increase cup to
disc ratio. In previous study they observed optic neuropathy
due to ethambutol. They observed ethamnutol cause retibal
changes and retinal nerve fiber layer thickness decrease.14

The result of present study showed 35.5% patient was optic
neuropathy. There were greater chances of optic neuropathy
during anti-tuberculosis therapy. Previous study on
longitudinal evaluation of subclinical ethambutol induced
optic neuropathy was conducted in 2019. They concluded
that ethambutol-induced optic neuropathy was found in a
total 22 eyes of 14 patients and duration of medication was
shown to be a greater risk factor for subclinical toxicity.15

Present study explains the parameter that cause visual
impairment like glaucomatous disc cupping. Optic nerve is
a main point that carries information from retina to brain if
any changes occur at this level result visual impairment.
Present study observed these changes during treatment
periods. 20% optic nerve changing i.e., optic neuropathy
occurs at four-month 50% optic nerve changing observed
at six month and 51.5% optic nerve changing occur at eight
months. In previous study they assessed incidence of visual
impairment. According to this study using of anti-tuberculosis
drugs 2 to 9 months caused visual impairment in 19.2/1000
persons and permanent visual impairment in 2.3/1000
persons. 16

A study was conducted on retinal nerve fiber layer analysis
in subjects taking anti-tuberculosis therapy. They concluded
retinal nerve fiber layer thickness was reduced.17 The results
of present study also showed 56.6% retinal nerve fiber layer
loss from optic nerve. Torch light examination was performed
to assess pupillary reaction and there was 65.5% positive

relative afferent pupillary defect. It will show defect in optic
nerve therefore improper information send from optic nerve
to brain. There are 21% subjects as cup to disc ratio increases.
53% pale optic disc color was observed.
A study of visual function in subjects on ethambutol therapy
for tuberculosis was conducted in 2016. They observe
significance difference in visual acuity, fundus changes and
visual filed after follow-up of first two months of therapy.
18 Present study result showed that in 2-month therapy
(33.33%) have glaucomatous optic disc cupping. At 4-month
optic nerve changes were assessed in which 12 patients
(15.38%) have normal fundus and 30 patient (38%) have
glaucomatous optic disc cupping. Present study describes
retinal nerve fiber layer thickness decrease in more (56.5%)
then half subjects and increase thickness in few (2.00%)
subjects and less (41.5%) then half subjects had normal
thickness during eight months of treatment. In present study
12% optic nerve changing in first 2 months of treatment
was observed. Optic disc color is grey (18.5%) and pale
(53%) and observed disc shape is horizontal oval (20.0%)
and round (60.5%). Punit Kumar Singh and Prasnnta in
2020 reported a study and they observed only retinal nerve
fiber layer thickness and no remarkable changing observed
through ophthalmoscope within starting 2 months of
treatment.19 Present study describes retinal nerve fiber layer
thickness decrease in (56.5%) subjects and (41.5%) subjects
have normal thickness during treatment. The study had
limitation that the time duration was limited and some people
did not give complete information related to therapy. Our
results coincide with a study on assessment of ocular toxicity
in patient receiving ethambutol therapy which was conducted
in 2020. They observed significance difference in visual
acuity, contrast sensitivity and retinal nerve fiber layer from
baseline and first two and six months of treatment. They
concluded that retinal nerve fiber layer thickness decreased.20

CONCLUSIONS:
The study concluded that there was increased frequency of
optic neuropathy as duration of anti-tuberculosis therapy
increase. When duration of therapy increases changes become
severe. Anti-tuberculosis drugs are responsible for optic
nerve changes; patients must undergo optic nerve evaluation
and the physician should be fully aware of the diagnosis
and clinic evaluation of ocular toxicity caused by anti-
tuberculosis drugs, as soon as optic nerve changes are
diagnosed intervention should be performed to prevent
irreversible blindness.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Learning styles are important in the learning process so that students can learn in shorter time according to their
preferred style. The objective of this study is to observe ideal preferred learning style among medical students and the
association of the academic year with the preferred learning style.
Study Design and Setting: A cross-sectional study was conducted at Central Park Medical College, Lahore, Pakistan from
September 2021 to December 2021.
Methodology: VARK learning approach was used to identify the ideal learning style. The data was collected using systematic
sampling from 148 medical students. The frequency distribution of various preferences of the students was given. Distribution
of gender and academic year across their ideal learning style was observed. The association of categorical factors with
preferred style was tested using Chi-square test with a level of significance of 5%. SPSS version 26 was used for data
analysis.
Results: About 64.8% of the students who participated in the study were female. Nearly 44.6% of the students liked the
single modal learning style. Approximately 58% of students prefer K-learning style. Reading was seen as least popular
single modal. About 7.4%% of the students liked quad/ multi-modal learning styles.
Conclusion: The most preferred learning style among students was the single learning style. Among single learning styles
most of the students preferred kinesthetic followed by aural. The least preferred learning style was found to be quad-modal.
Gender and academic year were significant associated factors for preferred learning style.
Keywords: Learning styles, VARK, effective teaching, students

These parameters are influenced by the learning styles. The
association between academic performance in education
and learning style is still inconclusive. Learning style is the
main consideration in designing a teaching methodology.
Learning styles and methods used in the learning process.
Learning style is the way how a student concentrates, and
gain knowledge and experience. When it comes to knowledge
gain, memorizing, or recall, students have unique preferences.1

Education is a deep process of gaining knowledge, values,
habits, and skills whereas learning style is described as the
way which is preferred to the students for the acquisition of
knowledge, process to memorize or recall.1,2 The combination
of physiological, cognitive, and emotional traits reflects
how learner perceive and respond to the environment of
learning.3 It can be summarized based on given definitions
that learning style is the preferred way of acquiring
knowledge, skills, and experience regarding a subject which
must be reliable for understanding, memorizing, and recalling
in the future.4 Organization of the learning process and
environment considering learning styles can be effective.
In general, learning styles are important in the learning
process.  Students will be able to learn more in a shorter
time if learning process is according to their preferred

INTRODUCTION:
Academic achievements and distinctions are the main
parameters to access the academic performance of the student.
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learning style. Also, identification of preferred learning
styles is important to design an effective curriculum.2

However, it can be a complex approach to memorizing the
concept efficiently and effectively.
A student may have single or multiple learning styles.5 Each
student has their preferred learning style according to which
he or she interacts with the learning environment. The basic
characteristics of graduate or under-graduate students vary
in terms of culture, age, mentality level, smartness,
intelligence quotient, and psychological well-being which
lead to the variation in preferred learning styles.1

Students’ ways of thinking and learning styles are the
significant aspects to observe the learning outcomes6. Most
teachers prefer a learning style easy for them ignoring these
two aspects.6,7 The teacher should determine the appropriate
approach to be applied in the student-teacher learning process
by considering students’ way of thinking and learning style.7

The most familiar learning style of the student should be
adopted by the teacher to get maximum learning outcomes.
The teacher should identify the preferred learning style of
the students. Teachers and students both must update
themselves to find the appropriate learning style by mutual
consensus.8

Over the last decade, students have been shifted from teacher-
centered learning to student-centered learning.3 Students’
attention and motivation improve when the facilitator molds
the lecture according to their ideal learning style.8 Various
studies have approached to observe the ideal learning style
to students. Several methodologies have been adopted. Some
tools to observe the preferred learning style were Fleming’s
VARK Learning Style, Jackson’s Learning Styles Profiler
(LSP), and Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory (LSI). One of
the widest approaches is VARK questionnaire. The estimated
validation and reliability of the VARK questionnaire were
adequate.
VARK questionnaire designed by Fleming and Baume
categorizes four taken learning modes into the model i.e.
Visual (V), Aural (A), Reading (R), and Kinesthetic (K).9

Each individual has their own preferred learning style with
the individual capability to absorb the lesson. Some are slow
learners, some are fast learners, hence they must have a
different way to grab lessons and get some information.
Visual learners prefer to learn through videos, images, and
figures, aural learners prefer to learn through listening to
lectures, reading learners likes to read text or notes whereas
kinesthetic learners learn through touch and manipulation
of objects.10 The objective of this study was to observe the
ideal learning style among medical students and whether
there exists an association between the preferred learning
style and socio-economic characteristics. As the medical
science is a sensitive field and medical curriculum is
lengthy,the study aimed to observe the preferred learning
style so that in future, learning methodologies can be designed
accordingly. These results are also able to generalized to the

targeted population of medical students due to the enough
and evenly distributed sample size.
METHODOLOGY:
A cross sectional study was conducted at Central Park
Medical College from September 2021 to December 2021.
The data was collected from 148 medical students in
September 2021. The minimum sample size was calculated
as 94 with 10% power of the test, 5% level of significance,
and 41.6% as the preference of single model learning style.11

The sample size was quite small but relatively a good
representation (nearly one-fourth) of the population of
medical students at Central Park Medical College. The study
was conducted under the principles of the ethical review
committee and approval was obtained from the Institutional
Review Board of Central Park Medical College (CPMC/IRB-
No/1311). The initial introduction of the learning style and
objective of the study was explained to the students and
information was collected after their consent the participation.
Verbal consent was taken after explanation and written
consent was made a part of the given questionnaire.
The inclusion criteria of the investigation were medical
students enrolled at Central Park Medical College in MBBS
program. Those students with enrollment before 2016 were
excluded from the study. Also, those students who refused
to participate were excluded from the study. Data was
collected using systematic random sampling. A list of all
the students enrolled in MBBS was generated and random
numbers were assigned. The selected numbers were marked
on the list using a systematic random sampling technique.
A random start was taken and after every third number, the
next student was selected. Selected participants were located
on the campus and the objective of the study was explained.
Those students who refused to give consent were excluded
from the sample.
Data was collected using VARK version 8.01 based on 16-
items. VARK tool was used to access the preferred learning
style among medical students. VARK was considered as a
standard tool for the assessment of the preferred learning
styles of the student. The validity and reliability of VARK
have been assessed and confirmed in the literature.12 We
used the VARK in the only language. In the literature, it has
been transformed in another language such as in the Persian
version, and has been psychometrically assessed.13

Another section was added to observe the age, gender,
academic year, and clinical or pre-clinical year. The reliability
of the added section was tested using Cronbach alpha. The
reliability was found to be approximately 73%. Frequency
distribution of various preferences of the students was given.
Distribution of gender and academic year across their ideal
learning style was also observed. Association of categorical
factors with preferred style was tested using the Chi-square
test with a level of significance at 5%. SPSS version 26.0
was used for the data analysis purpose.
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RESULTS:
The data was collected from 148 MBBS students in all five
years. The mean age of the students was 21.41 + 1.65 SD
(in years).  The proportion of female students in the sample
was comparatively high. About 64.8% of the students who
participated in the study were female whereas the rest nearly
35% were male students.
Nearly 44.6%of the students liked a single modal learning
style. Among the single modals, students favored kinesthetic
(K) followed by aural (A). Approximately 58% of the
students prefer the K-learning style. Reading was seen as
the least popular single modal. Among the bimodal learning
style, approximately 62% of students prefer aural with
kinesthetic. About 17.6% of the students choose a tri-modal
learning style. About 7.4%% of the students liked the multi-
modal learning style.
Female students mostly preferred a single modal learning
style followed by a bi-modal (Table 2). Approximately 52%
of the male students found single modal as their preferred
learning style. About 44.83% of the students in the first-
year class, 57.14% of the students in the second year,
44=2.4% of the students in the third-year class, 41.38% of
the students in the fourth year, and 37.9% of the students in
the final year preferred single-modal style. However, during
the academic year wise, most of the students preferred the
single-modal learning style preferred by bi-modal.
Chi-square test of association was applied to test the

VAR (n=2)
VAK (n=12)
ARK (n=7)
VRK (n=5)

(n=26)

VA (n=2)
VR (n=1)
VK (n=9)
AR (n=2)
AK (n=26)
RK (n=5)

n=(45)

V (n=9)
A (n=18)
R (n=5)
K (n=34)

n= 66

Single Modal
(n=66)

Bimodal
(n=45)

Tri-modal
(n=26)

Multi-modal
(n=11)

VARK
(n=11)

(n=11)

Table 1: Preference of VARK learning styles among medical
students

52
96
29
28
33
29
29

Male
Female
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
5th Year

Categories Total
VARK Modal

Factor
Multi-modal

07
04
01
03
02
02
03

Tri-modal
05
21
05
02
05
09
05

Bi-modal
13
32
10
07
12
06
10

Uni-modal
27
39
13
16
14
12
11

Gender

Academic
Year

Table 2: Crosstab of gender and academic year with preferred VARK model

association of gender and academic year with preferred
learning style. A 5% level of significance was taken. Gender
was observed as a significant factor for preferred learning
style with p-values = 0.036. There is statistical significance
found between academic year and preferred learning style.
The test of means explained that the mean age of participants
who prefer various learning styles was approximately the
same (p-value >0.05).
DISCUSSION:
A large number of studies have been conducted to identify
the most ideal learning style near students.3 The majority of
those were conducted during the traditional classroom
learning environment phase where interaction between
teacher and student was the key aspect to achieve.1 In recent
years, due to the advancement in technology or it would be
more appropriate to say that with the support in advance
technology in the COVID phase where socialization was
limited in an educational institute, the trend of student-
teacher learning environment has been shifted.
Both innovation and invention were in relation to technology.
As the technology advances, the education system moves
towards the adoption of new teaching methodologies. These
methodologies were based on using multi-media, audio-
visual aid and animated videos during the lecture. These
tecahnig methodologies must be designed considering
student’s preferences. Hence, there is a paradigm shift in
the learning choices of students. The major challenge can
be the availability of facilities to use the advance technology.
Nowadays a student's learning style is based on not only his
understanding but also it considers various factors of which
online or on-campus education is the most significant. The
dominance of some specific learning styles among students
can be influenced by their study domain, teaching
methodology, learning experience, the volume of course
content, and curriculum content.10 Therefore, it is highly
recommended to the facilitator pay more attention to the
variations in learning styles and preferred learning styles
among students.10

To identify preferred learning styles, the VARK questionnaire
is the main approach to improve the teaching quality and
learning process.11 Every student has its own ideal learning
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preferrence. With the advancement in technology, students
may or may not be attracted to use books.1 So to enhance
the teaching quality and improve the learning process,
student’s perception for learning methodology must be
considered. Learning style and self-awareness lead each
student to choose individually their appropriate learning
technique. The idea of developing VARK philosophy is that
everyone can learn if his/ her distinction is verified.
Identifying student’s interests will facilitate the teacher to
move to the student’s learning style from his/ her own
teaching methodology and in overcoming the situation where
all students tend to prefer specific learning styles.14 It also
helps in the improvement of teaching structure by considering
student’s point of view.14

In our study approximately 45% of the students preferred
single modal learning style. Similar to our findings, another
study conducted in Iran found that 41.8% of the participants
preferred one learning style.11 Another study conducted by
Baykan and Nacar using VARK questionnaire identified the
preferred learning styles among one-year medical student
and found that 36.1% preferred uni-modal learning style.15

A study reported the preferred learning styles of two groups
of students’ i.e. strong students and weak peers. They observe
that 47.2% of weak students and 42% of strong students
preferred a single learning style.10 The conclusion was similar
to other studies found in literature where the participants
preferred a single modal learning style.3 A study conducted
in Pakistan reported that more than 60% of the students
preferred multi-modal whereas the remaining 39.37%
preferred one of the single modal learning style.1

The most preferred single modal learning style was observed
as Kinesthetic (K) followed by Aural (A). A recent study
done in Pakistan revealed the same conclusion where
preferred learning style was Kinesthetic (K) followed by
Aural (A).16 Similar results were found in another study
where the preferred learning style was Kinesthetic (K)
followed by Visual (V) and Aural (A).1 In contrast to our
results, some studies mentioned that among single modal
learning styles, the most preferred style was Aural (A)
followed by kinesthetic (K).17 A similar conclusion was
found in other studies conducted in Iran.4 Visual and
Kinesthetic (VK) was found as the most common bi-modal
learning style.3 We observed that Aural and Kinesthetic
(AK) was the ideal learning style among bi-modal followed
by Visual and Kinesthetic (VK). Among tri-modal learning
styles, VAK was seen as the most preferred learning style.
Similar findings were found in other studies conducted in
Pakistan.3

Various studies exist in literature where students preferred
multi-modal learning style.18,19 In our findings, the least
preferred learning style was multi-modal or quad-modal.
Various studies reported that multi-modal learning style has
become the most dominant learning preference.20,21 In the
present research, we observed that gender and preferred

learning styles were significantly associated. Quite opposed
to our findings another study reported that insignificant
difference was found between gender and mean scores
obtained from learning styles.21

The underlying study was single-centered i.e. conducted in
one medical college. No approach was used in the underlying
study to observe the ideal learning style rather than the
preferred learning style. For that various other associated
factors can be tested with preferred learning style such as
academic performance of the student and its preferred
learning style and the educational outcomes using teaching
methodology according to the preferred learning style.
Active learning techniques must be adopted in classroom
as they consider various characteristics of learners and are
more appropriate and reasonable. Discussion, collaboration,
playing roles, stimulating models and active strategies can
be utilized. Every student has its own ideal learning
preference. This is also important to enhance the teaching
quality and improve the learning process, student’s perception
for learning methodology must be considered. Students will
be able to learn more in a shorter time if learning process
is according to their preferred learning style. The current
study is limited to generalize on the medical colleges in
public sector there may be difference in student’s ideal
learning style due to the available facilities.
CONCLUSION:
The most popular learning style among students was single
modal followed by bimodal. Among the bimodal learning
style aural together with kinesthetic (AK) was the most
popular learning aspect. Multi-modal was the least preferred
learning style among students. VARK learning style modal
is an effective tool for accessing students’ preferred learning
styles. As we observed that a single modal learning style is
preferred among medical students, there is a need for
policymakers to explore the teaching strategies and evaluate
the effectiveness to ensure that learners are effectively
seeking knowledge. The academic system needs to adopt
the teaching methodology according to the student's preferred
learning styles.
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Review Article

Fouzia Fazal, Muhammad Arsalan Khan, Sumayya Shawana, Muhammad Mubarak

ABSTRACT
Cancer therapeutics have evolved more significantly during the last two decades with increasing focus on precision medicine.
In principle this involves targeted therapies tailored to patients’ cancer-specific molecular attributes. It includes a repertoire
of immunomodulating, and apoptotic agents added to cytotoxic chemotherapy, to increase effectiveness. Tumor Associated
Macrophages (TAMs) are an interesting potential targets for expanding these therapies. These represent a spectrum of
subtypes with anti-inflammatory M1 and pro-tumor M2 being the predominant among all. A large number of studies have
established their central role in modulating the tumor microenvironment (TME) and contributing to tumor initiation, and
progression. Potential therapeutic strategies that modulate TAMs reduce or block monocyte recruitment, induce apoptosis
of TAMs, re-educate TAMs from pro-tumor M2 to anti-tumor M1, among others. This review takes a detailed look at this
evolving landscape.
Key Words: Cancer, Tumor associated macrophages (TAMs), Tumor microenvironment (TME) and Precision medicine

mix of targeted therapies, enabling immunomodulation and
apoptosis. Thus, leading to much improved rate of cure and
patient survival.3

Defining the role of tumor associated macrophages (TAMs)
in cancer biology and its effect on patients’ survival, is
among the pathways explored by researchers to expand the
repertoire of targeted therapies. TAMs are a specialized class
of macrophages integrated into the microenvironment of a
solid tumor, and through their regulatory molecules like
chemokines, cytokines, growth factors and effects on immune
checkpoint proteins in the tumor tissue modulate it.4 The
discourse on TAMs has revealed that their varied distribution,
and relative densities correlate with cancer prognosis and
patients’ survival. We also know that biologically TAMs
represent an array of subtypes that are modulated by external
effector molecular signals. Two of the predominant types,
M1 and M2 for instance, have paradoxical antitumor and
protumor properties, respectively. The distribution, density
and proportion of TAMs and its subtypes evolve with the
tumor progression, tipping the balance toward poorer
differentiation of cellular and stromal elements. This
pathological construct has been validated by several studies
demonstrating poor prognosis with the change in TAMs
density and increasing M2 proportion in different cancers
including breast5,6, esophageal7, gastric8 and colorectal
malignancies.9-11 We have also learned through theoretical
modelling and experimental studies, that it is possible to
manipulate TAMs, for example by reverting from M2 to
M1 state.12 This has potential implications for efficient
management of cancer and represents the focus of the current
review.
Coursing through the biology of the tumor microenvironment,
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INTRODUCTION:
Cancer is a multistep process, resulting more commonly
with the accumulation of genetic and epigenetic mutations,
traversing a number of molecular pathways. In the year
2020 alone, it was responsible for about 10 million deaths
worldwide, second only to the ischemic heart disease.1

Following decades of research, leading to effective screening
programs, improved diagnostic modalities and evolving
therapeutic strategies, This has led to decreasing mortality
associated with, for example, lung, breast, and colorectal
cancers. On the flip side, these very cancers still top the
yearly incidence, globally.2 During the last two decades to
address this burgeoning challenge, attention has turned
toward precision medicine. Tailored to specific molecular
attributes of a patient’s tumor, focus of cancer therapeutics
has shifted from cytotoxic chemotherapy alone to a complex
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seaming in the role of TAMs in the milieu, we have explored
the potential targets these offer and the current state of
clinically relevant therapies in the following sections.
The Tumor Microenvironment (TME)
A formative event in the initiation and progression of cancers
is the aberrant cellular differentiation that bypasses
immunological defenses by modifying the molecular signals
and receptors. This tumor cell differentiation is a product
of multiple genetic mutations and epigenetic influences like
hypermethylation of CpG islands, for instance, in colorectal
cancers (CRC). This may result in the mutation into
oncogenes or inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, kick-
starting the evolution into undifferentiated cancer cells. This
is rapidly checked by the tumor microenvironment, a complex
interplay of cellular and non-cellular elements surrounding
the tumor, in most cases. In a smaller subset it evolves
adversely to actually propagate the tumor. We need to look
more closely to understand this switch.
The tumor microenvironment’s (TME) cellular component
includes pericytes, dendritic cells, macrophages, fibroblast
and specialized lymphocytes13, duly alerted by the stromal
chemokines and cytokines.14 The extracellular matrix (ECM)
or the non-cellular elements are the structural proteins like
collagens and elastin, along with a complex meshwork of
glycoproteins like fibronectin and laminins, and the
proteoglycans15 that influence cellular adhesion, as well as
modulate cell proliferation, and intercellular communication.16

Moreover, it harbors humoral elements like transforming
growth factor-  (TGF- ), tumor necrosis factor-  (TNF-

) and interleukins (IL-6)16 that are released on stromal
disruption and in turn activate tissue immune cells to attack
the abnormal tumor cell. So, the successful tumor progression
can only occur if multiple elements (structural, cellular and
humoral) of the tumor micro-environment, are abnormally
altered. One of the pathways this evolution occurs is through
the extracellular vesicles (EVs) like the exosomes, that are
released by all the cells of the body, including the tumor
cells. Their uptake is receptor dependent and thus directed
toward specific cells. Exosomes are endosomal in origin
and can transport lipids, proteins as well as RNAs. In the
TME, the exosomes secreted by the tumor and immune cells
facilitate their effects on each other. Tumor cell-derived
exosomes cause inhibition of natural killer and T cells,
promote angiogenesis, metastasis and polarization of
macrophages and neutrophils to TAMs and tumor associated
neutrophils (TANs). This polarization refers to the process
induced by various stimuli that transform specific cell lines
into distinct functional phenotypes.17 The transferring of
RNA species can reprogram the recipient cell as well. On
the other hand, exosomes released by the immune cells can
lead to tumor cell apoptosis. A flurry of other effectors work
to bypass tissues immune defenses against cancer progression
eventually surpassing it and turning it instead in to a tumor
promoting microenvironment.

TAMs comprise the main bulk of the infiltrating immune
cells in TME in comparison to the dendritic cells, the T cells
and the other antigens presenting cells.18 The tumor
microenvironment (TME) determines the change in character,
for example, from anti-tumor M1 predominant to pro-tumor
M2 dominant macrophage polarization. M2 in turn has been
shown to promote all the aspects of TME leading to tumor
spread, as mentioned earlier.4,18

Tumor Associated Macrophages (TAMs)
Macrophages are white blood cells, derived from the
peripheral blood monocytes. Their phagocytic properties,
responsible for clearing the cellular debris and tumor cells
along with the other harmful foreign agents render them a
vital component of mononuclear phagocyte immune
system.19,20 Plasticity and adaptability are the two hallmarks
of macrophages.21 On reaching the tumor, influenced by the
immune and tumor cells, the various cytokines and
chemokines, possibly the lack of oxygen and the resultant
increase in lactic acid, these macrophages evolve into tumor
associated macrophages (TAMs).20

The role of tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) in cancer
tissues is central to understanding this approach for improving
cancer therapy. As already mentioned earlier, the macrophages
can be classified into two major types depending on their
polarization states, i.e., classically activated M1 and
alternatively activated M2 macrophages.20 M1 and M2
macrophages are the two extremes of the polarization
spectrum with a number of unaccounted subtypes in
between.17,22

M1 macrophages are considered pro inflammatory and
bactericidal. This polarization state is induced by the factors
such as, interferon (IFN) ã and lipopolysaccharides (LPS).
M1 macrophages secrete a number of Th1 inducing cytokines
like, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) , interleukin 12 (IL-12),
IL-6 and IL-18. These cells have high antigen presenting
capacity and also produce reactive oxygen species (ROS),
thus are responsible for directly killing the tumor cells.21,23

M2 macrophages are immunosuppressive, anti-inflammatory
and pro tumor. Their polarization is choreographed by IL-
4, IL-13 and IL-10. These cells in turn secrete transforming
growth factor (TGF)-  and IL-10, which are responsible for
the immunosuppressive nature of tumor microenviron-
ment.17,23

In the case of tumors, TAMs highly resemble M2
macrophages, as both are activated in response to the similar
cytokines and secrete some common factors, while exhibiting
few differences as well.17 A number of growth factors,
cytokines, chemokines and enzymes produced by TAMs
play an important role in tumor growth and progression. IL-
6 increases the chemoresistance by activating the STAT3
pathway and indirectly increasing the anti-apoptotic protein
Bcl2 in colorectal and other solid tumors.24,25 TAMs promote
neovascularization by increased secretion of vascular
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endothelial growth factor (VEGF), platelet derived growth
factor and TGF .26 Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
promote invasion and metastasis. TGF  induces epithelial
to mesenchymal transition (EMT) in colorectal cancers
through smad/snail signaling pathway.27 Various chemokines
like CCL2, CCL5, including other cytokines and enzymes
already mentioned can hinder the CD4+ and  CD8+ functions
and also result in the recruitment of natural Tregs (nTregs),
thus resulting in unsuccessful immunosuppressive therapy.17

TAMs as Novel Therapeutic Target for Cancer Immu-
notherapy
Being an important component of TME, tumor associated
macrophages are a desirable target for cancer treatment.
TAMs provide multiple potential routes for manipulation
with the resultant augmentation of their anti-cancer activity.28

Reducing or blocking monocyte recruitment into tissues,
inducing apoptosis of TAMs already present in the tissue,
blocking  angiogenesis promoting activities through receptor
binding, re-educating or repolarizing TAMs from pro-tumor
M2 to anti-tumor M1 type, for example, are some pathways
(as summarized in Table 1). Each of these translate to either
one of the following anti-tumor effects:29

- Direct cellular phagocytosis or cytotoxicity of tumor
cells

- Unblocking the cell-death or apoptosis function in tumor
cells thus enabling better response to chemotherapeutic
agents

- Blocking tumor promoting functions like angiogenesis
In effect this would result in delaying tumor progression or
actual tumor regression resulting in improved patient survival.
A wholesome volume of research has been directed to these
potential targets and its beginning to provide evidence of
clinical efficacy.
The therapeutic strategies targeting TAMS, based on
experimental research include clearing and inhibiting the
activation of TAMS by targeting CSF-1/CSF1R signaling
to suppress the tumor growth, promoting the phagocytic
activity of macrophages by blocking CD47-SIRP  signaling,
limiting monocyte recruitment by targeting CCL2R and
inhibition of TAMs by PD-L1 antibody to promote phagocytic
activity. Monoclonal antibodies directed against the LILRB1
component of the LILRB1/ MHC class 1 identification
mechanism and genetically engineered TAMs lacking the
SIRP  and LILRB1 receptors, are few other under trial
targets, directed at increasing the phagocytic activity of
TAMs.30 Figure1 graphically demonstrates the currently
known agents that target and modulate specific TAMs
attributes for potential therapeutic benefit. As promising
these treatment options might seem, there is still a long way
before they could become a part of regular treatment for
solid tumors, as discussed momentarily.
Blocking TAMs Recruitment

Blocking TAMs recruitment would theoretically reduce the
effect of TAM induced modulation of TME that, although
beneficial in initial stages of cancer, are deleterious as tumor
progresses. A potential target that triggered significant interest
was chemokine CCL2 and its receptor CCR2.23 A monoclonal
antibody against CCL2, carlumab, has been tested in phase
I and phase II trials. Although showed encouraging results
in the mouse model,31 and good tolerance in humans, it
unfortunately did not translate into therapeutic efficacy as
TAM recruitment was not affected among a cohort of prostate
cancer patients32 and a diverse set of solid tumors.33

Interestingly in combination with FOLFIRINOX (fluorouracil
irinotecan plus leucovorin and oxaliplatin) alone, or in
combination with CCR2 antagonist as chemotherapy for
pancreatic adenocarcinoma,34 it did lead to TAM depletion
in tumors and contributed to partial response in half the
patients by hampering tumor growth and metastasis. Among
the CRC patients a subset of patients with advanced disease
showed encouraging response when Maraviroc, an antagonist
to CCR5 receptor of CCL5 chemokine, was used in a
preclinical study.35

Inducing TAMs depletion
TAMs depletion, already recruited to the tumor, would also
potentiate anti-tumor activity in principle, similar to the
recruitment blockage paradigm. A wide array of targets and
molecules have been employed in basic and clinical research
for TAMs depletion.20 Two of these, namely Bisphosphonates
and Trabectidin, are already in clinical use as anti-cancer
agents for specific indications. Bisphosphonates are mostly
used in patients with bony metastases from solid tumors
e.g., breast36,37 and prostate cancers38 or against myeloid
element in hematological malignancy. As inhibitors of the
farnesyl diphosphonate synthase, these tend to accumulate
in bone hydroxyapatite where they are taken up by the  bone
macrophages (osteoclasts), leading to their apoptosis.39 This
macrophage apoptosis is also witnessed non-selectively in
non-bony tissues, for example in the liposomal formulation

Figure1. Specific sites in TAMs that are targeted by various potential
agents for therapeutic benefit. For details about these interactions
please refer to the related text and table 1.
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Abbreviations: CSF1: Colony stimulating factor-1,CSF1R: Colony stimulating factor-1 receptor, CCL2: Chemokine (C-C motif)
ligand 2, STAT3: Signal transducer and activator of transcription factor 3, NF- kB: Nuclear factor kappa light chain enhancer of
activated B cells, CCL5: Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 5, PDL1: Programed cell- death ligand 1, CD47: Cluster of differentiation
47, SIRPá: Signal regulatory protein alpha

of clodronate, and has found efficacy in reducing visceral
as well as bony metastasis in patients with breast cancer.
Trabectidin is an alkylating chemotherapeutic drug that is
approved for treatment of advanced ovarian cancer,40

liposarcoma, leiomyosarcoma and other soft tissue
sarcomas.41 Along with its direct cytotoxic effect on neoplastic
cells, it has been shown to markedly reduce tissue
concentration of TAMs by 30-70% through the TRAIL
dependent pathway of apoptosis.42,43

Another enticing target to induce TAMs apoptosis has been

through the Colony Stimulating Factor-1 (CSF-1) and its
receptor CSF1R pathway.44 This pathway has major role in
maturation and differentiation of macrophages and
monocytes. Antibodies directed against the CSF1R receptor
has been shown in murine models to significantly reduce
the number of TAMs in tumor tissue that appears to be more
selective for M2 macrophages. Emactuzumab, is the more
widely used agent that has been utilized in clinical trials of
solid tumors45,46 like breast, prostate and ovarian cancers.
The anti-neoplastic agents commonly used in these tumors
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Table 1. Summary of Potential Pathways for Therapeutic Manipulation of TAMS

Reprogramming into less
protumoral
phenotype/increa-sed
phagocytic ability

Glioblastoma50Inhibit the expression of
CSFR1

PLX3397 (Small
molecule inhibitor of
CSFIR)

Anti CSF1 antibody CSF1/CSF1R receptor
blockade

Pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma
(PDAC)51

Decreased number of
TAMs+ selective killing
of M2 macrophages

CSF1/CSF1R

CSF1 is involved in
macrophage recruitment,
repolarization and
differentiation (20)

TAM reduction
Pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma
(PDAC)34

CCR2 inhibitor

PF-04136309
(Small molecule CCR2
inhibitor),  in
combination with
FOLFIRINOX

CCL2/CCR2 inhibition
(CCL2 is responsible for
recruitment of CCR2
positive macrophages)

Clearing/Inhibiting TAMs

Reducing/ blocking monocyte recruitment

Inducing apoptosis of TAMs already present in the tissues
Effects macrophage
polarization, migration,
vesicular trafficking,
proliferation and survival

Breast cancer39Directly effects
macrophages

Bisphosphonates
(zoledronic acid)

Unspecified
(macrophages)

TAM depletion &
reduced angiogenesisFibrosarcoma 43, 52Activates caspase-8 –

dependent apoptosis
Trabectedin
(chemo-therapeutic
agent)

Capase-8 activation

CSFIR inhibition
Emactuzumab
(anti CSFIR monoclonal
antibody)

Blocks CSFIR activation Diffuse- type giant cell
tumor42 TAM depletion

Re-educating/repolarizing TAMs from M2 to M1

Biphosphonate
(zoledronic acid)

Impaired M2
macrophage polarization Prostate cancer48

Impaired M2
polarization without
repolarizing to M1

Repolarization of M1 to
M2Colorectal cancer11

Inhibit phosphoryl-ation
of STAT3
Inhibits NF-kB canonical
pathway

Macrophage
repolarization

TAMs repolarization
(anti-tumor)Colorectal cancer35CCR5 inhibitor

Maraviroc
(Viral entry blocking
inhibitor for HIV
patients)

CCL5/CCLR5 inhibition
(CCL5 is a T lymphocyte
derived chemokine and
affects TAMs)

Promoting phagocytic activity of macrophages

Tumor cells
phagocytosis

Non- Hodgkin’s
lymphoma53Blocks CD- 47Hu5F9-G4 (anti CD-47

antibody)

Tumor TargetedEffectAgentsTarget Effect on ATMs



tend to upregulate CSF1/CSF1R complex leading to
increasing recruitment, activation and differentiation of
macrophages to TAMs, and blocking this pathway has
resulted in significant reduction of TAMs population in these
tumors even in clinical studies. An alternative to antibody
approach has been to utilize tyrosine kinase inhibitor like
pexidartinib to block the CSF1 receptor. This has found
clinical efficacy and approval in enhancing the response in
advanced prostate in combination with hormonal therapy.
In general, because of the nonspecific response against
macrophages throughout the body, these present a lot of side
effects and further work is being directed toward agents that
would provide selectivity for M2 macrophages in tumor
tissues by targeting for example CD-163 receptors for cell
selection.
Reeducating TAMs: M2 to M1
Utilizing TAMs plasticity i.e., ability of converting to M2
from M1 phenotype and vice versa provide other potential
means to influence TME. Reeducating M2 to M1 would
the antitumor potential and may potentially improve patient
survival.11,47 Alternatively, preventing M1 conversion to M2
may also achieve this goal by preventing pro-tumoral effects
of M2. This construct is still in the realm of experimental
or preclinical studies. There are a host of theoretical pathways
to achieve that and an increasing number of candidate drugs
to modulate these pathways. An example is Zoledronic acid
and its effects on TAMs repolarization from M2 to M1.48

An indirect clinical correlation was provided by Gnant et
al., through their clinical trial with addition of Zoledronic
Acid to endocrine therapies among 1803 premenopausal
breast cancer patients, as part of ABCSG-12 randomized
trial, was shown to achieve improved survival.49 More
commonly experimental models focus on STAT3 and NF-
êB pathways disruption, using for example antibodies like
anti-CD 40 antibody, or designer molecules, e.g., FLLL32,
a diketone analogue of curcumin to achieve repolarization.11

TAMs Manipulation: other alternatives
Alternative strategies, mentioned earlier, that promote the
phagocytic activity of macrophages by blocking CD47-
SIRP  signaling, inhibition of TAMs by PD-L1 antibody
to promote phagocytic activity, monoclonal antibodies
directed against the LILRB1( Leucocyte immunoglobulin
like receptor subfamily B member 1) component of the
LILRB1/ MHC class 1 identification mechanism and
genetically engineered TAMs lacking the SIRP  and LILRB1
receptors, are few other strategies for TAMs manipulation.30

Most of these are still a long way from clinical utility though
and mostly experimental constructs at this time. Table 1
summarizes the pathways, targets and agents that researchers
have utilized for therapeutic manipulation of TAMs.
CONCLUSION:
Tumor Associated Macrophages represents the most prevalent
stromal cell type in the tumor microenvironment. Several

studies have demonstrated evolution of their anti-tumoral
role as the M1 subtype, polarizing to the other end of the
spectrum, the M2 or the protumor subtype, as the cancer
progresses. These have multitude of effects on the element
of TME like inducing chemoresistance, reducing apoptosis,
increasing tumor vascularity, decreasing inter-cellular
adhesion, promoting invasiveness and diminishing the
response by cytotoxic immune cells. With the advent of
targeted therapies in the treatment of cancers, there is
increasing focus on targeting TAMs to improve prognosis.
Work is ongoing on novel strategies with specific molecular
targets that reduce monocyte recruitment, cull TAMs already
present in the TME, reeducate TAMs from protumor M2 to
antitumor M1 subtype, and promote phagocytosis by TAMs.
Some of these have already entered different phases of
clinical trials. With a lot of promise and concerted research
focus, there is high expectation that TAMs will provide an
effective platform to improve cancer therapy in the coming
years.
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Case Report

Junaid Iqbal, Sadia Rashid, Hina Pathan, Sorath Murtaza

ABSTRACT
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) are solid tumors of the gastrointestinal tract. The stomach is the most common site
while the esophagus is the least common site for gastrointestinal stromal tumors. The cystic Gastrointestinal stromal tumor
has never been reported in the past. On CT scan of a young male patient, we reported an exophytic cystic structure of 2.5
x 2.2 cm along the esophagus as an esophageal duplication cyst then he underwent an image-guided biopsy that finally
turned out to be a Gastrointestinal stromal tumor on histopathology. He underwent surgical resection; he is now symptoms-
free and on 6 monthly CT scan follow-ups.

A 35-year-old male came to OPD with chest pain, dysphagia,
and odynophagia for two months. CT scan was done which
showed an exophytic cystic lesion along the right
posterolateral wall of the cervical esophagus. It was a well-
defined hypodense mass not showing enhancement on post-
contrast images (Fig 1 & 2 white arrow), measuring 2.5 x
2.2 cm. Initially it was diagnosed as a duplication cyst. MRI
was done as presurgical planning which showed well defined
exophytic lesion. It was hypointense on T1W, slightly
hyperintense on T2W, and showed minimal enhancement
on post-contrast images (Fig 3 & 4 white arrowhead).
Endoscopy was not performed as the patient did not give
consent. Due to minimal enhancement, an ultrasound-guided
trans-thyroid biopsy was performed and it came out to be
an esophageal gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST), spindle
cell type with the expression of Ki67 and CD117 on
histopathology. The patient underwent an esophagectomy
with end-to-end anastomosis. The tumor did not involve the
esophageal sphincter and was located approximately 15 cm
proximal to the gastro esophageal junction. The
histopathology of the surgical specimen showed that, it is
low-grade gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST). He
recovered and was discharged successfully after 8 days. He
is currentlyon imatinib (tyrosine kinase inhibitor). The patient
is now asymptomatic and is on 6 monthly follow-up.
DISCUSSION:
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) were previously
classified as smooth muscle tumors but now proved that
they arise from the interstitial cells of Cajal and on
immunohistochemistry they express KIT protein-CD117.
GIST can arises from any part of the gastrointestinal tract
(GIT) including the omentum. They usually originate from
the muscularis propria. The tumor growth is exophytic rather
than intraluminal or intramural.5

GISTs of the esophagus are usually asymptomatic especially
when they are small but as the tumor grows, patients present
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INTRODUCTION:
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are the most common
mesenchymal tumors of the gastrointestinal tract. They
account for up to 3% of all GIT tumors and up to 5.7% of
sarcomas.1 GIST arises from any part of the gastrointestinal
tract (GIT), the most common site is stomach followed by
the small bowel, colon, and rectum. The esophagus is the
least common site, accounting for <1% of all GISTs.1, 2, 3

The annual incidence of gastrointestinal stromal tumors is
7 to 20 per million. Esophageal GISTs occurred significantly
more frequently in men, as well as in patients younger than
60 years at diagnosis. The most common location for
esophageal GISTs is the lower esophagus, followed by the
middle esophagus , whereas GISTs in the upper esophagus
are rare. The clinical features of esophageal GISTs are not
well-known due to rarity of esophageal GIST. 4

The literature on esophageal GISTs is limited, mainly
comprising case reports and only a few case series.1
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with different symptoms due to pressure effects like
dysphagia, chest pain, reflux, and heartburn6. Larger tumors
may cause obstruction of the gastrointestinal lumen.7 GISTs
are usually reported in middle-aged and elderly people, and
they range in size from sub centimeters up to 40cms.8 Smaller
GISTs (< 2cm) have almost no chance of invasion or
infiltration, however, GIST cannot be labeled as benign.9

On Computed Tomography scan, GISTs appear as a large
exophytic, hypervascular, enhancing solid mass and
sometimes appear heterogeneous due to necrosis, hemorrhage,
or cystic degeneration.10 The GISTs are slow-growing tumors
and have a prolonged survival period that’s why imaging
has great importance, not only for diagnosis but also to see
the response of treatment. Various imaging techniques are
available for the detection of GISTs including fluorine 18
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography
(PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and
ultrasonography (US) but the imaging modality of choice
is Computed Tomography (CT). Although FDG PET is most
sensitive for the detection of GISTs, however, it is not easily
available everywhere. 11, 12

The differential diagnosis for esophageal GISTs on imaging
depends upon the location and size. Smaller tumor limited
to the wall of the esophagus most likely represents
leiomyomas with differentials of duplication cyst, GIST,
lipoma, and hemangioma. The endoluminal ultrasonography
(EUS) with tissue biopsy is useful for histopathological
diagnosis and further management of esophageal lesions.11

As esophageal gastrointestinal stromal tumors are very rare
that is why there is a lack of clear recommendations regarding
their surgical management. The surgical options range from
the highly invasive esophagectomy to the much less invasive
surgical tumor enucleation. Due to anatomical peculiarity
of the esophagus, segmental-wedge resections are not usually
performed.
Preoperatively it is difficult to categorize an esophageal
tumor into benign or malignant by imaging examinations,
like endoscopic ultrasound (EUS), computed tomography
( C T ) ,  m a g n e t i c  r e s o n a n c e  i m a g i n g  ( M R I )
andFluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography
(FDG-PET). 18 Endoscopic or image-guided biopsy provides
important information preoperatively and helps in surgical
planning, but biopsy is considered a controversial technique
due to the risk of tumor rupture and seeding. The difficulty
in preoperative diagnosis makes it difficult for surgeons to
select the surgical method. Imatinib, a tyrosine kinase
inhibitor (TKI), has been shown to be highly effective in
metastatic and neoadjuvant therapy. However, due to the
rarity of esophageal GISTs, there is limited literature available
regarding the neoadjuvant administration of Imatinib in
patients with esophageal GISTs.4  The aim of Imatinib therapy
is downsizing the GIST to reduce the extent of resection
and reduce the risk of intraoperative complications, including
tumor rupture and reduce the chances of recurrence.

CONCLUSION
Esophageal gastrointestinal tumors are rare. Endoscopic or
image-guided biopsy gives a definite diagnosis, but there is
a risk of tumor rupture or tumor dissemination. Surgical
resection is the only curative treatment for localized GISTs
with the use of imatinib preoperatively and postoperatively.
In addition to the most common imaging appearance of
GIST as a solid tumor, it can also present as a cystic lesion
and needs to be considered in the differential diagnosis of
cystic esophageal lesions.

Figure.1 CT scan non enhanced Figure.2 CT scan contrast
enhanced

Figure.3 MRI T1W Figure.4 MRI T2W
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Case Report

Sanaa Ahmed, Muhammad Nasir, M. Sibghatullah Khan, Maria Naz, Uzma Bukhari

ABSTRACT:
Proliferative verrucous leukoplakia is one of the rare premalignant white lesions with highest conversion rate to malignancy.
It grows gradually and irreversibly with multifocal presentation, exophytic and verrucous appearance. This lesion has been
reported resistant to all therapeutic approaches including both non-surgical and surgical.  Predisposing factors include
female gender in the 6th decade of life. Proliferative verrucous leukoplakia has the highest tendency to neoplastic transformation
and progression to oral squamous cell carcinoma and oral verrucous carcinoma in majority of the cases. The case of
proliferative verrucous lesion clinically appearing benign presented here but on histopathology proven dysplasia in a patient
with the history of smoking which he stopped six years back.

that is 47.7% 4. While the chances to progress into oral
squamous cell carcinoma is 70-100% 5. Its diagnosis is based
on the association of clinical and histopathological aspects.
In this case report, clinical case of Proliferative Verrucous
Leukoplakia-PVL, which has been transformed to oral
Verrucous Carcinoma were discussed. The literature revealed
that it is included in the Oral Potentially Malignant Disorders,
considering the neoplastic transformation of Proliferative
Verrucous Leukoplakia to Verrucous Carcinoma. Moreover,
it was suggested the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) to make modifications in its head and
neck cancer guidelines. It is recommended that Pakistan
Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons (PAOMS)
to make specific guidelines for the diagnosis of OPMD
especially PVL.
CASE REPORT:
A 49-years married male patient presented to the oral
medicine/diagnosis department of Sindh Institute of Oral
Health Sciences, Karachi Pakistan, with the complaint of
dental pain. During the clinical examination, a white lesion
on the left buccal cheek mucosa was accidentally found.
Lesion had thick, nodular, exophytic, verrucous surface 2
to 3 cm in size extending from oral commissure to the
posterior part of the buccal mucosa. The lesion was slowly
progressing over 6 years span with no sudden change during
the past years [Figure 1]. Upon probing of any complain
related to the lesion, the patient disclosed that he sometimes
burning sensation was felt on the same side of the buccal
mucosa. No other complaint of pus or blood discharge related
to the lesion. The patient also gave history of similar lesion
on right side of the buccal mucosa, which was surgically
removed 7 years back, the lesion was biopsy proven
leukoplakia. There was no cervical lymphadenopathy. Other
findings included poor oral hygiene with heavy extrinsic
staining of tobacco.

Proliferative Verrucous Leukoplakia with Dysplastic Changes
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INTRODUCTION:
Proliferative Verrucous Leukoplakia (PVL) was categorized
by the World Health Organization as “aggressive and distinct
form of Oral Potentially Malignant Disorder (OPMD)” in
the year 2005, with unknown etiology. OPMD are a group
of conditions that are defined as “clinical presentations that
carry a risk of cancer development in the oral cavity, whether
in a clinically definable precursor lesion or in a clinically
normal mucosa”. PVL grows gradually, persistently, and
irreversibly, and it is mainly characterized by multifocal
presentation, exophytic and verrucous appearance1. It is
resistant to surgical and non-surgical approaches alike with
highest recurrence and neoplastic conversion rate. It
transforms to oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) and
oral Verrucous Carcinoma (VC)1-3. It has the highest
malignant transformation rate among the other white lesions
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The patient had a history of smoking for 20 years with the
consumption of 4 to 5 cigarettes per day and chewing tobacco
in the past which he discontinued in 2008. He complained
of insomnia with no known co-morbid and has been taking
diazepam drug orally to treat insomnia.
Biopsy of the lesion under local anesthesia was performed
and sent for histopathological analysis as these lesions has
highest rate of conversion to neoplasia. Figure 2 shows the
macroscopic features of biopsy comprised of single pale
white, irregular, partially mucosa covered piece of tissue
measuring 1x1x0.9cm and mucosa measuring 1x1 cm.
Microscopic examination of the lesion revealed multiple
fragments of squamous mucosa shows papillomatosis,
hyperkeratosis with focal elongation of rete-ridges. At places
dysplastic changes are seen. Cells show mild dysplasia,
dyskeratotic squamous cells are present [Figure 3]. Special
stains for fungus (PAS+/-D) highlights fungal hyphae and

spores. The immunohistochemical stain CK5/6 highlights
intact mucosal lining. A final diagnosis of Oral Verrucous
Carcinoma was established [Figure 4]. The patient is then
referred to affiliated hospital for surgical excision in the
department of Oral and maxillofacial surgery.
DISCUSSION:
Proliferative Verrucous leukoplakia is a rare pathological
lesion. It is common in females of 60 years or more in age
with no alcohol or smoking habit 6. The lesion commonly
affects gingiva, buccal mucosa and alveolar ridge  while
tongue is rarely involved7. This case differs not only in
gender as well as age predilection for the lesion. The lesion
showed dysplastic changes over the period of 6 years with
no clinically evident features of malignancy. These changes
include no sudden increase in size, no presence of
ulceration/red lesion and no lymph node enlargement. In
the absence of habit, dysplastic conversion of the lesion is
an alarming sign. Hence, long term follow-up of these lesions
is very important. Diagnosis is on basis of the modified
Carrard criteria7. Table 1 compares the reported cases of
proliferative verrucous leukoplakia in the past decade. It
shows the variation of the lesion not only in demographics
but also in location and histopathological characteristics.
Because the stages of progression of different sites in
multifocal lesions are not always the same, patients should
be continuously watched, with regular and repeating biopsies
taken whenever there are changes in color, appearance, or
size, as well as when new lesions appear. Patients with a
whitish innocuous look and recurrence occurrences should
be checked every six months as well. PVL can advance to
VC or OSCC over time despite repeated treatment
interventions, implying that PVL is linked to diffuse
submicroscopic alterations in the oral mucosa, also known
as "field cancerization" 7.
Literature review also supports that it is an aggressive
premalignant lesion. various studies have reported that initial
diagnosis varied from dysplasia to carcinoma in-situ to
Squamous Cell Carcinoma 1, 5-6. Recurrence rate is very high

Year of
Publication Demographics Location Histopathological feature

Verrucous leukoplakia with mild to moderate
dysplasia

Verrucous hyperplasia with mild to moderate
dysplasia

Early stage of PVL

Hyperkeratosis and mild epithelial changes

Mucosal stratified epithelium showing corrugated
overgrowths with squamous epithelium which is
hyperkeratotic and acanthotic.

Right buccal mucosa +
Palate

Left Lingual Margin

Gingiva

Multiple proliferative
lesions

Right Buccal Mucosa

52 yrs
Female

30 yrs
Male

36 yrs
Female
75 yrs
Female

20116

20178

20199

20201

202010 65 yrs
Male

Table 1 Summary of Case reports published on Verrucous Leukoplakia
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Proliferative Verrucous Leukoplakia with Dysplastic Changes

Figure 1 Clinical picture of
the lesion

Figure 3 Histopathological
picture showing dysplastic

changes

Figure 4 Fungal hyphae in the
lesion.

Figure 2 Macroscopic features
of biopsy



in these lesions irrespective of the treatment option utilized
alone or in combination. Most used option is surgery and
laser ablation 7. Recurrence can be at the same site or some
other region in the oral cavity. Extensive resection is only
suggested in cases with histopathological proven oral
squamous cell carcinoma with bone invasion 7. It was aimed
to support the evidence that proliferative verrucous
leukoplakia is an aggressive white lesion and should be
treated as such, as well as it should be put in the list of
alarming lesions as described in NICE guidelines 2015 on
“Suspected cancer: Recognition and referral” as below 11:
1. “A lump on the lip or in the oral cavity consistent with

oral cancer.”
2. “A red or red and white patch in the oral cavity consistent

with Erythroplakia or erythro-leukoplakia.”
It was recommended to highlight this pathology in local
association of PAOMS to put forward evidence-based
guidelines on early recognition of these lesions and referral
by general dentist to minimize the risk of malignant
transformation and mortality. Longitudinal studies are
suggested to find out the factors that affect its conversion
to Oral squamous cell carcinoma and the prevalence of these
lesions among the white lesions in our population.
CONCLUSION:
Proliferative verrucous lesions have a high conversion rate
to malignancy as well as high recurrence rate. Early diagnosis
and 6 monthly follow up of benign lesions could decrease
the morbidity associated with them.

5. Li, CC., Almazrooa, S., Carvo, I. et al. Architectural Alterations
in Oral Epithelial Dysplasia are Similar in Unifocal and
Proliferative Leukoplakia. Head and Neck Pathol 15, 443–460
(2021) DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/s12105-020-01216-1

6. Ge L, Wu Y, Wu L-y, Zhang L, Xie B, Zeng X, et al. Case
report of rapidly progressive proliferative verrucous leukoplakia
and a proposal for aetiology in mainland China. World journal
of surgical oncology. 2011;9(1):1-4 DOI: https://doi.org/10.
1186/1477-7819-9-26

7. Capella DL, Gonçalves JM, Abrantes AAA, Grando LJ, Daniel
FI. Proliferative verrucous leukoplakia: diagnosis, management
and current advances. Brazilian journal of otorhinolaryngology.
2017;83:585-93.  DOI: https://doi.org/10. 1016/j.bjorl. 2016.12.
005

8. Shen J, Zhang Z, Jiang X, Guo W, Yang S. An unusual case
report of an early proliferative verrucous leukoplakia.
International journal of clinical and experimental pathology.
2017;10(11):11276.PMID: 31966481; PMCID: PMC6965850.

9. Leuke Bandara D, Jayasooriya PR, Jayasinghe RD.
Proliferative Verrucous Leukoplakia of the Gingiva: An Early
Lesion Refractory to Surgical Excision. Case reports in
dentistry. 2019;2019. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1155/2019
/5785060

10. Fawzy MM, Nofal A, El-Hawary EE. Proliferative verrucous
leukoplakia. Indian Journal of Dermatology, Venereology and
Leprology. 2021;87(3):455. Doi: 10.25259/IJDVL_992_20.

11. Excellence NIfHaC. Suspected cancer: recognition and
referral2015.Website:https://www.dental-referrals.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/09/NG12-Guidance-20150724.pdf
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Case Report

Habiba Sharaf Ali

ABSTRACT
Cesarean section scar ectopic pregnancy is rare pregnancy complication. They have become common due to an increase
in cesarean sections worldwide. The following report outlines two cases of scar pregnancy in women; both women had a
history of two previous cesarean sections. Both were type 2 scar pregnancies as they protruded from the uterine myometrium
towards the uterine serosa.1 The first woman initially received suction evacuation. The products, however, could not be
entirely evacuated. As a result, laparotomy was performed. The second patient also underwent laparotomy due to her
symptoms. Obstetricians need to keep a high index of suspicion while managing women with risk factors for an ectopic
scar pregnancy. Failure to detect and pledge rapid treatment can lead to uterine rupture, massive hemorrhage, and maternal
death. In the following report, presentations, and management of these two cases are discussed followed by a review of
published literature.
Keywords: Cesarean scar pregnancy, suction curettage, laparotomy

Almost all pregnancies diagnosed as CSP are terminated. If
they are left to continue, they can result in catastrophic
complications such as uterine rupture, hemorrhage, a high
risk of hysterectomy causing severe maternal mortality and
morbidity, and future fertility concerns.
CASE REPORTS:
Two cesarean section scar pregnancy cases were confirmed
and treated in the Obstetrics and the Gynecology Department
of Kharadar General Hospital, Karachi. The cases were
reported in two months, from May to June 2021, at 7 to 8
weeks gestation. The details were as follows- In both cases,
diagnosis was based on the presence of an empty uterus and
cervical canal. The gestational sac was located anteriorly
with a diminished myometrium layer between the bladder
and the sac.
Case 1: A 35-year-old female, with a history of two previous
cesarean sections came with complaints of two months of
amenorrhea and vaginal bleeding. An initial ultrasound scan
confirmed an irregular sac in the lower uterine segment
measuring 1.9x1.4 cm. Endometrial thickness was 0.6cm
with hyper vascular trophoblastic tissues around the sac on
Doppler suggesting missed scar pregnancy. Her early beta
HCG was 844. Primarily the patient was managed by suction
curettage under general anesthesia. On examination, during
the procedure cervical os was open. The uterus was bulky
and empty. Few pieces mixed with clots were removed from
the scar area. Suddenly the patient started bleeding profusely
per vaginally so the procedure was stopped and uterine
packing was done which controlled the bleeding. Two days
later, her beta HCG was 760 raising high suspicion of
retained products. An ultrasound scan done showed an
endometrial thickness of 0.6cm. The irregular cystic structure
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INTRODUCTION:
Cesarean scar pregnancy (CSP) or cesarean scar ectopic
pregnancy is the embedding of a gestational sac in the uterine
scar which has formed because of a previous cesarean
section, previous myomectomy, uterine evacuation, or history
of previous abnormally adherent placentation, manual
removal of placenta, hysteroscopy, and in vitro fertilization.2

It is a rare type of ectopic pregnancy reported to occur in
approximately 1 in 2000 pregnancies.3

The risk of pathologically adherent placenta such as accretes
increata, percreta, and scar pregnancy increases with the
number of cesarean sections.4 The symptoms of scar
pregnancy vary; either the woman is asymptomatic or comes
with lower abdominal pain and vaginal bleeding. The
diagnosis is usually confirmed by a Transvaginal scan which
shows an empty uterus with the presence of a gestational
sac at the previous scar site as well as thin myometrium.
Doppler ultrasound is also helpful as it shows quantifiable
vascularization around the cesarean section scar.5 Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is an additional tool used for CSP.6

The best possible management of the patient with a
sonographic diagnosis of suspected CSP remains uncertain
and challenging. Some conservative treatment modalities
are curettage, hysteroscopy, local or systemic methotrexate
alone, or removal of trophoblastic tissues via laparotomy or
laparoscopy, and uterine artery embolization.7
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was seen in the scar region's lower segment of the uterus,
measuring 1.3x0.6 cm. It may be collapsed gestational sac
with thick trophoblastic tissue with increased vascularity.
The patient constantly had pain and bleeding. Laparotomy
was undertaken. On opening, the peritoneal cavity bladder
was seen adherent to the uterine scar. The previous scar was
seen to be covered with a cystic structure with an area of
hemorrhage and necrosis. There were no myometrial tissues.
Figure 1 shows the lower uterine segment with absent
myometrium and visible sac. The trophoblastic tissues were
removed and the uterus was stitched in two layers. The
patient made an uneventful recovery. The histology confirmed
the retained products of conception.

came out.  Figure 2 shows bulging gestational sac with
absent myometrium. Through the gap in the lower uterine
segment, the uterus was explored by fingers to look for any
remaining trophoblastic tissues. The incision was closed in
two layers. The estimated blood loss was minimal as there
was no bleeding from the scar site.

Figure 1: Case 1 Lower Uterine Segment With Absent Myometrium
and Visible Sac

Case 2: A 22-year-old female with history of previous
cesarean section came to the gynecology outpatient
department with the complaints of two months of amenorrhea
and slight bleeding per vaginum. The abdomen was soft and
not tender, per vaginal examination revealed close cervical
os. Transvaginal ultrasound revealed irregular sacs seen in
the lower segment of the uterus in the scar region in the
lower myometrium traversing the full length of the anterior
myometrium and protruding the serosal layer. It measures
1.9 x1.4 cm with trophoblastic tissue around it with evidence
of circulation and hypervascularity. On Doppler scan findings
were suggestive of missed scar pregnancy. Her serum beta
HCG was around 25000mIU/ml. The repeat Beta HCG was
19000. She lost to follow up for two weeks and then came
in an emergency with complaints of severe lower abdominal
pain.  Ultrasound done in emergency showed the same
findings as before. Due to her symptoms and our earlier
experience with the first case we decided to take the patient
to theatre for laparotomy.
On opening the peritoneal cavity the bladder was seen
adherent to the lower uterine segment covering the scar area.
In the lower uterine segment, a bulging gestational sac was
seen covered by the serosal layer. There was no myometrium,
small nick was given and the whole sac with the placenta

Figure 2 Case 2 Bulging Gestational Sac with Absent Myometrium

DISCUSSION:
There is a recent rise in scar pregnancy due to increased
cesarean rate and early diagnosis. The diagnosis of choice
is ultrasound scan and preferably Doppler scan. Both our
patients were diagnosed by Transvaginal ultrasound.
The best possible and optimal management of CSP is unclear
and a variety of therapeutic strategies are being used and so
far no definitive and universal treatment is available. Initially,
the first-line approach considered by “The Practice Committee
of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine”8 was
systemic methotrexate but the systemic review published
by Kanat-Pekt showed that systemic methotrexate was
successful in 8.7 % of cases.9 In the same review
hysterectomy by laparoscopy or laparotomy produced the
same results and was successful in 92% of cases. He
recommended both methods to be safe and efficient and
should be adopted as primary treatment modalities for CSP.
He also noted that D&C as a first approach is associated
with hemorrhage as in our case, infertility poor obstetric
outcome.
In a study done by Timor-Tritsch IE and colleagues, 26
stable patients between gestational age of 6 to 14 weeks
were included, where combined intramuscular and intra
gestational MTX injection were used.4 They reported no
complications. Ayºe Karahasanoglu, MD in their study
successfully used suction curettage under ultrasound guidance
and balloon tamponade as the main on 13 patients.10 Both
of our scar pregnancies were type 2 and they have a
threatening prognosis due to chances of spontaneous uterine
rupture, hemorrhage and maternal death so termination of
pregnancy was decided by doing laparotomy. Termination
of pregnancy is recommended as leaving the pregnancy
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results in placenta previa, accreta, uterine rupture, and related
life-threatening massive hemorrhage.11 In a recently published
case report patient with a cesarean scar, pregnancy was
ultimately managed by doing a partial hysterectomy due to
excessive hemorrhage. Initially methotrexate, D &C, and
Baku balloon were tried.12

Our first patient underwent suction curettage initially but
during the procedure, she started bleeding per vaginum and
uterine packing was done to control the hemorrhage. She
could have been managed laparoscopically but due to the
unavailability of expertise and the acute situation, laparotomy
was performed. This is small case series of two patients
only. It’s our first experience managing CSSP. Due to the
condition of the patients we were unable to try any other
options.
CONCLUSION:
We report two cases of cesarean scar pregnancy. We found
that the treatment of patients with cesarean scar pregnancies
is a challenge. We conclude that treating patients of Cesarean
scar pregnancy with definite treatment such as by
hysteroscopy, laparoscope, or by doing open surgery avoids
the need for further interventions, blood loss, issues of the
retained product of conceptions, and fertility issues.

7- Birch Petersen K, Hoffmann E, Rifbjerg Larsen C, Svarre
Nielsen H: Cesarean scar pregnancy: a systematic review of
treatment studies.Fertil Steril 2016; 105: 958–967. DOI:
10.1016/j.fertnstert.2015.12.130.

8- The Practice Committee of the American Society for
Reproductive Medicine Medical treatment of ectopic
pregnancy: a committee opinion. Fertil Steril. 2013;
100(3):638-44.DOI: 10.1016/j.fertnstert.2013.06.013.

9- M. Kanat-Pektas et al. Systematic review: What is the best
first-line approach for cesarean section ectopic pregnancy?
Taiwanese Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology 55 (2016)
261-269. DOI: 10.1016/j.tjog.2015.03.009.

10- Ayºe Karahasanoglu, MD,    Successful Treatment of Cesarean
Scar Pregnancy with Suction Curettage: Our Experiences in
Early Pregnancy. Ochsner Journal 2018; 18:222–225. DOI:
10.31486/toj.17.0118.

11- Ash A, Smith A, Maxwell D. Caesarean scar pregnancy.
BJOG 2007; 114:253–263. .

12- Asma Kashif .Scar Ectopic Pregnancy. Journal of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons Pakistan 2020; 30(08): 884-885.
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Letter to Editor

Dear Editor,
Monkeypox was first discovered in monkeys in 1958, so it
was named after that. The first case was seen in humans in
1970. Monkeypox virus is the causative agent, the same
family as smallpox, but causes a less severe disease.ÊThe
Congo Basin and West African strain are the two types of
strains. All cases identified in the outbreak have been caused
by the West African strain.1

The mode of transmission of Monkeypox virus is via intimate
contact with sores, biofluids, aerosols, and contaminated
fomites. The latent period lasts between 6 and 13 days but
may vary from 5 to 21 days. Monkeypox is usually self-
resolving but may become severe in youngsters, expectant
women, and immunocompromised personnel.2

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there
are 12 endemic countries where the monkeypox virus
prevails.3 However, in the past few weeks, 12 non-endemic
WHO member states have reported newfound cases of the
monkeypox virus. Although no deaths have been reported
in recently identified cases, The United Kingdom has
surpassed this list with the highest number of confirmed
cases reported between 13 and May 21, 2022. 3 Based on
current data, cases have been identified mostly in
homosexuals pursuing care in sexual and general care clinics.
The disease had not received any regard when it was an
issue of the African region, but as soon as estimable countries
started having a rise in cases, it came to immediate attention
worldwide. For decades, the monkeypox virus had cohabited
with African populations. With increasing urbanization,
relocation, and friction; wildlife and human contact is
becoming more common, and such contiguity will advocate
congestion of zoonotic bugs. At present, we are lacking in
knowledge of microorganisms that might surface, so, we
need an adequate investment in vigilance.
Since the emergence of the monkeypox virus in non-endemic
countries, national and provincial health authorities in
Pakistan were put on high alert on May 23, 2022, as per the
notification from the National Institute of Health (NIH)
which emphasized that the virus could also outbreak in
Pakistan. Even though Pakistan hasn't reported its first
confirmed case of monkeypox yet, the spread of the virus
to the country is almost inevitable. Pakistan has a massive
number of flights coming from the regions where monkeypox
is on rise, screening for the virus should be mandated at the

airports, and suspected or confirmed cases must be
quarantined for a prodromal period. The struggling health
care system will be on the verge of collapse if monkeypox
starts to spread. Pakistan does not have any diagnostic facility
for the virus, the health department has declared samples
can be sent abroad for testing in case of emergencies which
further threatens the spread. 4 Therefore, to avoid a
monkeypox/COVID-like outbreak in Pakistan, relevant
health authorities must employ a proactive approach and
initiate nationwide awareness campaigns that emphasize the
importance of effective hygiene practices, self-quarantining,
and other relevant safety protocols.
To date, the strategy to restrain monkeypox eruption depends
on mass education and timely detection of cases to decrease
the virus transmission. Hugh Adler and colleagues5 have
mentioned in one of their studies that some trials are being
conducted to see the efficacy of antivirals in controlling
monkeypox. A study is ongoing in Congo exploring the role
of smallpox vaccination, and another study will monitor the
role of antiviral tecovirimat in Africa.6 Meanwhile, African
doctors vast experience for the treatment of Monkeypox
should be acknowledged and their guidance should be taken
for further evaluation and management of the disease.

Monkeypox: An Ignored Adversary
Sadaf Haris
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